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The overall seismic 

is studied. 

An experimental investi 

ii 

our of reinforced masonry shear walls 

on concerned particularly with the 

duct!l! capability, stiffness degradation and load capacity of 

reinforced masonry wall panels subjected to static cyclic load is 

reported. Main parameters were the wall geometry, bearing load 

magnitude and reinforcing distribution. With those walls behaving 

flexurally satisfactory performance was obtained. 

Four reinforced brickwork walls were subjected to dynamic cyclic 

loading. Significant structural deterioration occurred not only in 

those walls where shear effects predominated but also in the wall where 

flexural behaviour predominated. 

The effect of jointing materials on the behaviour of masonry 

prisms tested in uniaxial compression is'discussed with reference to a 

failure mechanism. Complete stress-strain curves for brickwork and 

concrete masonry prisms are presentedj the falling branch characteristics 

are comparable with those of concrete. 

Inelastic response analyses of stiff structures have shown that 

mild stiffness degradation has little effect on the seismic ductility 

requirements when of reasonable size. 

A procedure ,for seismic design of such structures is recommended. 
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1 

In spite of being the oldest building material, the technolo cal 

d velopment of masonry in earthquake ng has behind other 

structural materials. The paucity of knowledge on the subject has lead 

to a lack of confidence by ers to use it for seismic-resistant 

ed by a history of poor earthquake structures. This has not been 

performance for "unengineered" masonry structures which have been 

uufai compared with structures constructed in other materials that 

were subjected to seismic provisions It has been the aim of this 

study to investigate the overall seismic problem of reinforced masonry 

shear-wall structures and in this respect the advances made in reinforced 

concrete have often been drawn upon and applied to masonry. 

Most codes of practice are based on experimental evidence which 

is limited to monotonic loading, although under seismic conditions 

failure in this fashion would be unlikely The importance of the post-

elastic cyclic behaviour of structural elements and the lack of such 

information for reinforced masonry lead to the experimental investigation 

reported in chapter 2. As a result of this investigation fUrther study 

of the material failure mechanism was undertaken which is the subject 

of chapter 3. Chapter 4 reports the effect of stiffness degradation 

(as observed in the static cyclic tests) on ductility requirements 

determined from theoretical seismic response analyses. The practice of 

applying results from static tests to a dynamic situation is questioned 

by the author and a series of tests with dynamic cyclic loading is 

reported in chapter 5 A recommended design procedure based on the 

results of the investi is discussed in chapter 6. 



Most research into the behaviour of reinforced masonry wall 

has been with the cation 0 monotonically increasing loads until 

specimen failure. 

Three series of static tests on reinforced walls of 6 11 

hollow concrete block, approximately 8'-0" square, are reported by 

S · ( 1,2) d M d S' (3) Th d . th crlvener an ass an crlvener. ese are concerne W1 

the determination of ultimate loads in the case of walls failing in 

flexure and the effect of reinforcing and cavity filling on shear 

strengths of those walls loaded in diagonal compression. Earlier 

Schneider(4) undertook an investigation on reinforced grouted brick and 

concrete block shear walls, also 8'-0" square and further tests concerned 

with the shear strength of reinforced masonry walls and piers have been 

conducted by Converse(5), Schneider(6) and Blume and Prolux(7) • 

Experimental inve gations with post-elastic cyclic loading, the 

most relevant for seismic considerations,are limited. The only such 

signi cant investigation on reinforced masonry known to the author was 

that undertaken by Meli and Esteva(8) in Mexico. Their tests followed 

those by Esteva(9) on masonry infilled frames subjected to alternating 

load and provided much ration for this test programme. They 

tested 18 9 9 =0" high x 10'-6" panels, 16 being of hollow concrete 

block and two of c brick Each wall was subjected to 1e I 

of nominal constant amplitude deformation, diagonal compression in the 

case of 8 specimens and horizontal racking for the r. main 

variable in the series was the ty and disposition of wall rei 



In Be Tal CClLI v rti load was also ied but r~sultant bearing 

stresses were less than 60 psi on the gross area, a low value From 

the load-deflection cycles they concluded that deterioration, defined 

as loss of capacity and stiffness through load repetition was d 

and concentrated in first two The inclusion of horizontal 

and vertical reinforcement in the wall did not improve the s1 tuation 

The influence of the cyclic deformation amplitude, horizontal reinforce

ment, vertical reinforcement, vertical load, type of failure and number 

of cycles were discussed. Ultimate strengths and initial load-

deflection relations of the walls were also investigated. 

212 

The overall objective of this invest on was an evaluation of 

the post-elastic performance of forced masonry shear walls under 

cyclic conditions. The tests were designed with the following specific 

objectives in mind: 

to determine the ductility capabilities; 

to invest the stiffness degradation and load 

deterioration characteristics with cycling; 

(c) to study the failure mechanisms and evaluate the 

ultimate load capacities; 

(d) to determine the effect on (a), (b) and (c) of variations 

in the main test parameters, viz: 

(i) wall geometry, described by the "aspect ratio" 

(wall height length); 

(ii) amount and disposition of reinfo 

(iii) magnitude of bearing load 



TABLE 2.1: STATIC TEST WALL DETAILS 

I Va terial I Designa- Height Length Nominal ( ., ) Reinforcing Bearing Stress 1 
Aspect Vertical. (%) (2) ( ) (2) I tion Reinforcing 
Ratio 

Brick 1 3 1 -9" 3' 1 4/~1! bars uniformly distributed 0.24 

Ii 2 II II 1 II 

II 3 II II 1 II Ii 

H 40 ) II " 1 H 

I 5 IV II 1 VI \I 

Concrete CB 1 4'_0" 4'-0" 1 4/~1l bars block uniformly distributed 0 

n CB 2 II II 1 If " 
eB 3 II II 1 11 

II CB 4 l! II 1 II 

Brick A1 3'-9" 3 1 -8" 1 2/~!! bars on periphery 0.67 
II A2 " II 1 2/~1I bars on periphery o. 

& & 

2/t" bars horizontally 0033 
II B1 3'-11" 21-2" 2 2/~1I bars on periphery 0.20 
II B2 " iI 2 VI II 

B3 II \I 2 " II 

II B4 " " 2 4/i" bars on periphery 1.63 

" D1 3'-2" 6'_1" 0.5 61i" bars uniformly distributed 0.22 

" D2 I It " 0.5 II Ii 

(1) All reinforcing bars deformed mild steel butt welded to base - bars anchored into top beam 
with standard 1800 hook (1 11 radius, 3 11 turndown) ; other vertical bars and l:orizonta~ bars 
anchored with gOO bend and 811 extension. 

(2) Based on gross horizontal section. 

(3) Only reinforced cores grouted. 

I 
0 I 

125 

250 

500 

500 

0 

1 

250 

500 

250 I 

250 

250 

500 

125 

250 

0 

250 



Details of the wall are summarised in Table 2 1 All 

walls had nominal aspect ratios of 0.5, 1 or 2 it b found that walls 

within this geometric range, a transition zone between two distinct 

behaviour S, have the most ill-defined behaviour and are c 

the least predictable 

Bearing stresses varied from zero to 500 on the gross sectional 

area which covers the range likely to be met in practice and may be 

compared with the N,Ze Building Code(10) allowable value of 250 psi and 

with an estimated ultimate bearing capacity in excess of 2000 psi. 

Walls 1 to 5 and CB1 to CB4 of aspect ratio 1, B1, B2, of aspect 

ratio 2 D1, D2 of aspect ratio 0.5 allowed the effect of bearing 

load magnitude to be determined. Brick wall 4 differed from brick wall 

5 in that only the ad cores were grouted. 

The other major parameter, the reinforcing perc , varied 

between 0 and 1.6%. Walls A1 and A2 demonstrated the effect of 

horizontal steel as shear reinforcing. 

Both brick and concrete block masonry were investi ed; the 

latter, less extensively, predominantly by inference. tially 

similar tests were performed on specimens of both types with comparable 

behaviour resulting. Accordingly subsequent tests were confined to 

walls constructed in brick. 

The i on has been confined to specimens of reinforced 

hollow masonry i e filled~cell construction. 

test spec imens 9 about L} I ~O" were chosen so as to 

fadli production! handling and test s, ye"c it is 



ontended that hey we to prevent si ficant scale 

effect be introduced. Hence their behaviour should represent that 

expected of the prototypes. Dimensions and reinforcing details are 

in frable 20'1" 

All mens were onstructed in the laboratory by a bricklayer, 

good standards of compatible with construction 

practice being maintained in all phases of building, All mixes were 

we batched and control tests of the mortar included flow and 

retentivity tests to ASTM specifications C91-68 and C91 respectively. 

8 i1 X L~II cylindrical specimens of all mixes were tested in compression 

at the time of wall testing. 

The walls were constructed on steel base plates to which the 

vertic reinforcing steel had been butt welded. To prevent premature 

shear failure along the base 1" x 1" angle shear connectors 1" high were 

welded to the base at the positions of unreinforced cores. 

Construction was in running (stretcher or common) bond using 

nominal mortar joints~ both head and bed joints being fully buttered. 

A close check was kept on course levels and wall verticality during 

laying. Flush joints were obtained by striking the excess mortar and 

rubbing the surface smooth. This joint detail facilitated crack 

detection. Particular attention Was paid to removing mortar dags from 

the cores so as to prevent obstruction to grout flow. The cores were 

hosed out prio to grouting and weep holes, in the form of a continuous 

inverted bond beam section at the bottom course, were provided to 

fae itate core cleaning The ends of channel were not blocked 

until free flow of grout down every core was ensured. 

2.2 2 

All brick s were constructed from McSkimming Industries' 

2-core reinforcible brick, a nominal Bi" x 4-il:t! x unit, each core 



b t All halves we cut from these units. 

average graBs aree of these bricks was 8 and the ratio of 

net to g:ross area was 6496. Single units had a compressive st of 

7500 ± 500 on the net area and an initial rate of abao , for a 

(to ASTM specification C67~66) of 25 5 /30 ' 2/. , th d t t gm 1n m1n 1n e ry s a"e. 

However the bricks were dampened several hours before laying and this 

would have reduced their i.r.a. into the range where optimum bond 

could be expected. 

TABLE 2 2: MORTAR SAND GRADING 

BSS Sieve Size % Retained 

No. (by wei ) 

7 5 

14 15 

25 20 

52 40 

100 15 

5 

The basic unit for the concrete masonry walls was the Vibrapac 419 

concrete block (the i unit in the 4" series) measuring 11i" x 3i" x II 

and containing 2 cores approximately 3" x 11J:" which provides a gross area 

of 42 1n2 and a net area of 77% of this value. The compressive strength 

for a hollow unit was 5400 + 1000 psi on the net sec on and its i.r a. 

was ely 3 gm/30 in2/min 

A lime mortar (5 sand '1 cement o 5 1ime 1.03 water,by weight) 

with an ultimate strength of + 400 psi, an lnit flow of 

110 ± 5% and a reten ty of ± was used for walls The 

sand was ally graded (Table 2 2) and the hydrated 1 and normal 

Port1and cement were taken from individual batches in order to reduce 



8. 

the mortar vuriability. 

All cores in every wall, except for unreinforced cores in brick wall 

4, were gravity filled in a single lift with a very fluid grout 

(3 sand 1 cement : 0 04 Onoda,by weight) having a compressive strength 

of 2800 + 700 psi. 

The reinforcing consisted of mild steel deformed bars having 

respective yield and ultimate stresses of approximately 50,000 psi and 

70,000 psi. 

2.2.3 Loading and SUPEort Conditions 

(i) Loading beam 

Lateral load was applied to each wall through a heavily reinforced 

concrete load-distributing beam cast at the wall top. The beam was 

restrained transversely by rollers to prevent wall failure by instability 

of the load system. Compressive load was applied to the beam end plates 

on the wall centre-line by a ball seated hydraulic jack and was measured 

by means of a load-cell mounted between the jack and the exterior reaction 

frame. 

Use of the stiff beam was an attempt to simulate the ideal line load 

application which is appropriate to the real situation. In much reported 

experimental work the lateral load was applied to the top corner of the 

test wall as a point load, not a line load. The mode of load application 

has a pronounced effect on the extent to which arch action is developed 

and will thus influence the overall behaviour of the wall. 

(ii) 

The test rig included a very rigid 111 plate steel base securely fixed 

to the test floor. The walls supported on their steel plate bases were 

bedded with plaster and bolted to this rig for testing. 

As the mode of failure is influenced by lateral restraint conditions 

in the region of maximum compression it is appreciated that the steel base 



reates an ial condition, restraining the mortar 

at the base inhibiting v leal itting of the bricks. However often 

this vertical 

and ae 

itting occurred in the first mortar bed above the base 

it is considered that the basic mode of failure was not 

appreciably affected by non-representative situation. Further, the 

tests were deliberately restricted to inve ion of the wall element 

and it was considered that a very repeatable condition was obtained with 

steel without the problems of differing deformation characteristics of 

concrete bases possible from test to test. Crushing or cracking of the 

concrete within the base could well have proved a dominant action quite 

unrepeatable. The rotational deformation of the base, in ular, 

will have a considerable effect on apparent load-deflection relations of 

the wall and use of the ri steel base limits this effect ensuring 

conservative results are obtained. 

(iii) 

As the bearing load was representing a static superimposed load it 

had to remain constant throughout the test duration while the wall under-

went eyel 

bearing 

lateral deformation. A series of similar hydraulic jacks, 

the load-distributing beam, reacted t high tensile 

steel rods pinned at their other ends to the test base so that the 

system could move with the wall. They were coupled in parallel to a 

Riehle c test machine that was capable of maintaining a constant 

fluid pressure. Following initial load application, which was checked 

indepen by means of a calibrated load-cell and hydraulic jack in a 

yoke, all subsequent wall deformation in the vertical direction has absorbed 

by piston movement in the hydraulic jacks Although the Riehle test 

machine was several hundred feet from the test location and hydraulic 

pressures of up to 4200 were required, the ramo 

equipment did not impair operation of the system. 

very succ Beful 

of the 

arrangement 



Gen8ral views f the complete test set-up are shown in • 2.1 

224 

(i) 

The lateral deflection as measured by an Instron electrical 

resistance strain gauge extensometer at the wall top mid-length and the 

lateral load as measu 

X-Y pen recorder. 

(ii) 

by the load-cell were tted continuously 

In the earlier tests of this series the top, middle and bottom of 

an 

each reinforc bar was strain gauged with the hope of ascertaining the 

stress distribution during testing. Shinkoh F102B and Kyowa KF-

foil type electrical resistance gauges of 2mm gauge length were used. 

The gauges were bonded to the suitably prepared reinforcing steel with 

Eastman 910 cement, checked and then, together with lead wires, coated 

with Budd GW-1 waterproofing compound and covered with a thick layer of 

molten wax. Strains were measured on a Baldwin strain bridge at each 

load increment. For the initial elastic behaviour, strain analyses 

general confirmed the expected behaviour of inc strains in the 

tensile steel with reasing load. During post-elastic deformations, 

irregular cracking of the brickwork~ shear deflections producing dowel 

action and buckling of the steel all affect the at readings. For 

these reasons it waS concluded that limited information is obtained from 

such local strain measurements. 

The site material did not lend itself to the alternative method 

of strain measurement over gauge lengths by mechanical means. 

As the results are relatively unimportant in an investigation 

concerned marily with po c behaviour, further on of 

strain distribution was not undertaken. 

not been included in this thesis. 

Accordingly strain readings have 
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Fig. 2.1 : STA TIC TEST SET-UP 



(iii) 

For the purpose of obtaining the deformation characteristics of the 

wall a number of dial gauge measurements were taken at the wall 

for each load increment. They also allowed a check on the base movement 

of the wall and the extensometer measurement. 

The deflection profiles indicated that the proportion of shear and 

flexural deformation in the elastic region was as predicted by simple 

deflection theory. However in the post~elastic region no meaningful 

trends were evident and most measurements only verified the irregular 

sliding motion of separate wall parts following severe cracking. 

The vertical displacement at the wall top indicated the required 

working range of the bearing load system for the subsequent dynamic tests 

d in chapter 5. 

For the first cycle in each direction the load was applied in 

increments of 1 or 2 kips depending on the wall strength. Subsequent 

sequences of cycling were nominally at some constant deformation, 

normally a mul e of the initial yield or maximum load 'deformation 

This deformation amplitude could not be the same for each wall as it was 

desired to cycle before major load deterioration had occurred, at least in 

the earlier cycles. 

loaded to failure, 

After several cycles each wall was monotonically 

The actual sequence of deformations for each wall is evident from 

the load~deflection cycles 

Although flexural and shear effects were present in all the walls 

tested. it is convenient to define two extreme states in order to be able 



iJuh:t v uur oth walls in relation to these states 

I exu::cal behaviou the initial cracking occurs mai in the 

horizontal mortar joints near the base of the wall and is produced by the 

vertj al movements necessary in the brickwork to achieve compatibili 

with the deformations of the aIded steel. After yielding. the load 

maintains the eld level whil the deformation increases until failure 

is preci tated by crushing, usually accompanied by diagonal cracking, at 

the toe f the wall The more flexural the wall the er was the 

ductil capability. 

di 

On the other hand. shear behaviour is characterized by initial 

cracking resulting in reduced stiffness, virtually no constant 

load eau but rather a tendency for the load to reduce sharply from the 

maximum with inc deformation, extensive and sudden damage to the 

masonry causing loss of strength and eventually wall failure caused by 

disintegration of masonry at the toe of the wall 

The condition at failure of walls B3 and 3. exemplifying flexural and 

shear behaviour respectively! are shown in Figs 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) 

respectively 

For all cases the toe failure appeared to be initiated by tensile 

splitting of the units following crushing in the adjacent mortar joints, 

F'i g. 2 2 ( c ) • This typic compressive behaviour prompted the investiga-

tion reported in chapter 3. 

80me of the walls exhibited a behaviour which was initially flexural 

in character, and then, because of the overall deformation required of the 

panel while the wall displaced at eld load, they cracked along the 

compression diagonal The behaviour thereafter was shear-like with one 

important difference in that the panels showed a constant load ateau 

at unlike flexural ductile behaviour This apparent ductility was 

ace ed by load deterioration when the wall was cycled at constant 

:i.tude" However the load was partially regained, almost back to the 
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(b) 

raj (c) 

Fig. 2.2: WAL L FAILURE CONDITIONS 



forma on Y'88Ghed. 

tion of load is presumably caused by progressive deterioration 

of the masonry along the shear cracks but increased deformation brings 

into ffect d material which allows an increase in load carrying 

L ty. Wall 1 (Fig. 2. ) is an excellent example of this behaviour 

wh ch wi be termed "tranEJi t ona1 

s results are sed in e 2 3. Both the estimated and 

actual maximum loads are recorded When the estimated yield loads were 

1 ss e estimated shear strengths, flexural post-elastic behaviour 

was correctly cted as shown but otherwise shear behaviour prevailed. 

For those walls in which shear determined the maximum load. the shear 

st (ultimate shear stress based on the gross horizontal section) are 

recordedo For those walls with initial flexural behaviour the load to 

cause yi could be predicted to within a few per cent by equating the 

moment of this load about the wall base to the algebraic sum of the moment 

of the bearing load and vertical reinforcing yield forces taken about the 

. ('1 2) reaction corner. This confirms the findings of Scrlvener ! and it 

shows that reinforced concrete ultimate flexural strength prine es can 

be ied to reinforced masonry walls Brettle(12) also h~s applied 

these iples to reinforced brickwork piers in compressinn and biaxial 

b 

for the walls ranged from 1 psi to 260 psi. 

'l'hese valll compare with a near constant value of 143 for a wide 

:cange wall from chn ider's tests 4) and an average value of 170 psi 

for those c rete block wall from . I • (2) ,.. t1 crlvener s serles con~alnlng 18 

o ro 

As expe ar shear ths were associated with 

loads as indicated by brick walls 3 and 5 with loads of 
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TABLE 2.3: STATIC TEST RESULTS 

Wall Area Theoretical Experimental Shear Predicted 

(in2) Yield Load Maximum Strength Behaviour 
(kip) Load ( 

(kip) 

CB1 172 10 11.2 65 flexural 

CB2 II 20 20.5 119 " 
CB3 n 30 29.5 174 transitional 

CB4 II 40 44 7 260 shear 

1 186 10 12.5 67 flexural 

2 It 20.6 20.5 110 II 

3 Ii 31.3 30.6 165 transitional 

4 n .6 .8 176 shear 

5 " 52.6 39.5 212 " 

A1 178 48 37.5 210 shear 

A2 II 48 40.0 225 " 

B1 108 9.7(10.8)* '10 ~6 98 flexural 

B2 II 16.7 16.6 154 transitional 

B3 II 6.2(7.3)* 7.4 68 flexural 

B4 " .2 16.0 148 shear 

D1 300 30 30.0 100 flexural 

D2 II 98 70.5 shear 

*theoretical ultimate load 



17. 

250 psi. and B ths of 1 psi and '12 i respect 

The values for the equivalen concrete block walls were slightly greater, 

namely 174 psi and 260 psi. Shear strengths of 148 psi, 165 and 

235 psi from brick walls I 3 and D2 respectively, all support bearing 

stresses of suggest that the shear strengths increase with 

decreasing aspect ..... rat-J.o. The high shear strengths for brick walls A1 

and A2 compared with wall 3 is assumed to be due to the greater shear 

carried dowel action for the former which are heavily reinforc walls 

Comparison of brick walls 4 and 5 shows the effect of intermittent 

grout fil ing. 'rhe shear strength for the partly-filled wall 4 waS 83% 

of the filled wall More significantly, the loss in both stiffness 

and load capacity with load repetition was more severe for the in~ermittently 

filled wall. Moss and Scrivener(3) found that cavity filling increased 

the shear strength and stiffness of reinforced concrete panels by between 

and 50% 

(a) 

The most important results obtained, as far as this seismic 

consideration is concerned, are the load-deflection cycles shown in 

Figs. 2.3 to 2.11. In all cases stiffness degradation with load 

repetition is apparent. 

For walls behaving flexurally, the major loss of stiffness occurred 

between the first and second cycles of each deformation amplitude. 

Additional cycles at the same deformation indicate a relatively stable 

behaviour. The more flexural the situation the less pronounced was the 

stiffness degradation. Wall g. 2 10, exemplifies this behaviour 

After three cycles at a maximum deformation of 0. stable behaviour 

was attained so the cyclic itude was reased to 0.65" where again 

the loops were stable justifying a further increase in the deformation 
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dlilpl tnd Q r thin wctll the loud carry capacity Was maintained for 

a J (d) ill eXt;8SS of which is equivalent to a ductility factor 

of ave 

On the other hand for the walls which eO. predom in shear j 

illustrated by walls 3, D1, , B4 etco l the initial stiffness on 

was and severe load reduction and r stiffness on 

occurred on each subsequent cycle. Deterioration of the reaction corne):' 

causes the reduction in shear resistance whereas in flexural behaviour the 

post~elastic deflections are due to steel aIding and load capacity of 

the reaction corner is not impaired until displacements are reached. 

This loss of stiffness on load reversal and subsequent eye is 

attributable to three effects; the opening and closing of cracks, the 

general deterioration of the load resist mechanism and the Bauschinger 

effect in the steel. This latter phenomenon, essentially a softening of 

the steel as a result of post-elastic cyclic loading, has been considered 

(12) . 
by Kent J.n an "exact" moment-curvature analysis for forced 

concrete sections. 

For the usual seismic-resistant structure reinforced equally for both 

load directions, , load deterioration would be impossible and very 

large ductilities could be achieved provided steel bu is prevented 

Such was not the case. As the axial load in the compression steel 

approaches the yield value the critic slenderness ratio reduces rapidly 

and in many of the test specimens, of the c on toe mat a1 

eliminated sufficient lateral support to allow buckl This prevents 

the moment resistance of the steel co e reaching its full potential 

It is suggested that further research directed at restraining 

on steel could be rewarding. 

The relevance of stiffness on and load deterioration to 

seismic response is discussed in chapter 4 



maximum bearing stress supported by test walls was 500 on 

the gross section area. N Z. Building Code(10) allowable value is 

250 for reinforced filled-cell units. However every wall was 

capable of supporting its b load until seVere damage had drastically 

reduced its lateral strengt~. Ultimate capacities estimated from 

c strengths of three-unit prisms and adjusted using Krefeld 1 s(13) 

corrections for height to depth ratios were 2480 psi for the concrete 

masonry walls and 2840 for the brickwork walls of aspect ratio one. 

The interaction of horizontal and vertical load as found by 

Stafford Smith(14) in model in lIed frame tests suggests that for this 

range of bearing load the lateral strength of the wall will increase with 

increasing bearing load. results, Table 2.3, confirm this pre-

diction However of concern in many instances is the post-

elastic cyclic behaviour, and increasing loads are associated 

with a trend towards more shear-like behaviour. The results of walls 

B31 B1 and B2 (Fig. 2.9 and 2 10) which have bearing stresses of 125, 

250 and 500 psi respecti , show flexural, transitional and shear type 

behaviour. The ultimate strength increases and the ductility decreases 

with an increase in load as shown, idealized, in Fig. 2.12. 

This implies a beneficial effect in an elastic consideration but conversely 

a detrimental effect in a post-elastic consideration. 

It was considered that walls within the geometric range tested 

(aspect ratio 0.5 to 2) have the most complex and unpredictable behaviour 

As the aspect ratio increases a more fl wall results. Walls of 

very h aspect ratio can be regarded as long shallow beams with a 

characteristic flexural behaviour; a well-defined and 

ctable state. The ultimate strength design method as used in 
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reinforced concrete (with for c material properties) is 

applicable for such cases. Low aspect ratio walls have an essentially 

shear type deformation and so may be considered as pure shear resisting 

elements with non-ductile behaviour. However this behaviour is rarely 

limiting as these walls generally have very high shear strengths because 

of their large sectional areas and problems of structural instability f 

foundations and overturning become the prime restricting criteria. 

It is relevant to note that for elastic behaviour and decreasing aspect 

ratios, section strain profiles depart more and more from the linear 

distribution The strain distribution in deep beams has been studied by 

D . h . ( 15) . 1 t . th lSC lnger uSlng e as 1C eory. For the walls of this series his 

results suggest that deviations in the stress pattern from the shallow 

beam straight line theory will be small. 

The walls whose aspect ratios fall between these distinct types 

form a transition zone where behaviour not clearly defined. Of 

course the transition zone has no distinct boundaries and its range is 

also affected by bearing loads and reinforcing percentages. 

The theoretical ratio of shear to flexural deformation, 6 v/6 f , 

for an elastic cantilever with a free or fully restrained end condition 

is given as a function of the aspect ratio, H/L, in Fig. 2.13. 

Calculations were based on the following unit load relations: 

I::, 
H 

= L v 

4 3 
8 f 

::: 
E 

(!! ) for free end 
L 

1 3 
6 f 

(li) for fully restrained end E L 

The shear modulus, G, was taken as 40% Youngis modulus, E. As the 

wall aspect ratio decreases the ratio of shear to flexural deflection 

increases. 

Considered separately, shear stortion of the panel until 
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the ultimate shear str~in of the material is exceeded. 'I'his is the 

point at which diagonal tensile stresses cause splitting. Regardless of 

aspect ratio the same angular deformation produces the same strain. 

For pure flexural deformation the ratio of lateral deflection to 

bending strain increases with increasing aspect ratio. Thus for the 

same angular deformation, hence shear strain, larger lateral deflections 

are obtained for walls of higher aspect ratio. 

With wall B3 of aspect ratio two, lightly reinforced and supporting 

a low bearing load (125 psi), flexural behaviour predominated and a large 

ductility capability was evident, Fig. 2.10. 

Comparing walls B1 and 3 (Figs. 2.9 and 2.4), both with bearing 

stresses of 250 psi a change from transitional to shear type behaviour 

occurs as the aspect ratio is decreased from two to one. 

The behaviour of wall D1, Fig. 2.11, indicates that for low aspect 

ratios it is virtually impossible to achieve a flexural condition although 

in this case the maximum load was determined by the flexural strength. 

Deflections as a result of steel yielding cannot be achieved without 

excessive shear distortion. Such walls may be regarded as deep beams 

which are known to have complex behaviour patterns and have been the 

subject of several reinforced concrete shear investigations. 

For deep beam behaviour the geometry is such that the normal mode 

of shear resistance, namely the beam action and truss mechanism for a 

b . f d t' (16) we reln orce seC-lon , cannot be relied on. It has been thought 

that the ultimate shear forces have been resisted by arch action. 

(17) 
However as Paulay has noted for reinforced concrete shear walls, the 

shear resistance from arch action should not be relied on after cracking. 

The shear is introduced to the walls through line loads preventing 

development of arch action to the same extent as in the "point" loaded 

case. 

Ultimately the total shear must be carried across the base section 



of the wall On the rat cycle flexural cracks develop the base 

courses and so the full shear must be transferred at the compression zone 

and across the tension steel by dowel action (kinking). The very 

favourable biaxial stress condition of the compression zone provides a 

large shear carrying capacity With successive cycles, deterioration in 

the compression zone reduces the shear carry capacity by the aggregate 

interlock mode of shear transfer. The products of crushing the mortar 

bed act as "lubricant" to the sliding action of shear deformation. This 

causes a reduction in the maximum attainable load with an increase in the 

number of cycles as observed in wall A2, Fig. 2.8. Thus the upper 

limit on the shear capacity of a deep beam after post-elastic cyclic 

deformation is governed by shear transfer in the reaction corner and 

dowel action, provided the section has been reinforced for shear carrying 

functions 

(4) . (1 2) 
The racking tests of Schneider and Scrlvener ' established that 

for anyone masonry material, a reasonably constant shear strength was 

obtained provided a nominal amount of reinforcing was incorporated. 

Further, they independently confirmed that horizontal and vertical 

reinforcing were equally effective in the role of shear reinforcing so 

that the actual steel distribution had no significant effect on the shear 

strength but only affected the crack behaviour. Hence an increase of 

vertical reinforcing will increase the horizontal load to cause yielding 

of the steel (i.e will raise the flexural strength of the wall) without 

altering the shear strength appreciably. Walls B1 and B4 with steel 

contents of 0.2% and 1.63% respectively illustrate this and show that 

increas the reinforcing, while other factors remain the same, the 

effect of increasing the tendency towards shear failure. The superior 

inelastic performance of wall B1 is clearly evident from the load-

deflection cycles, Fig 2.9 Thus a concentration of reinforcing at 



the wall pe ry May not necessarily produce the most suitable 

rthquake-resistant structure although, of course, it is the most 

effective vertical steel for flexural resistance. 

In situations of high aspect ratio a truss mechanism can provide 

ficant shear resistance but absence of horizontal bars precludes 

this possibility For deep beams however, the effectiveness of 

horizontal shear reinforcing is dubious although it should help maintain 

integrity in the wall. By restricting the initiation, growth and 

widening of cracks it should increase the effect of the beam mechanisms 

of shear resistance, viz. aggregate interlock, frictional resistance 

and dowel action. 

Walls A1 and A2, Fig. 2.8, differed only by the inclusion of 

horizontal reinforcing in A2. The effect of this reinforcing Was to 

increase the shear strength by 7% to 40 kip and create a displacement 

ateau at this maximum load in the first cycle. In subsequent cycles, 

the shear reinforcing was apparently ineffective and the two walls 

behaved sim This agrees with the concept of shear transfer 

outlined in section 2.3.5. 

Another popular form of masonry construction that exists in 

New Zealand is reinforced grouted masonry. Basically it consists of 

two wythes of unreinforced masonry acting in parallel with a reinforced 

grout core, lateral interaction being dependent on the ties and brick

grout bond. It seems reasonable that such construction, although 

providing a shear resisting element at low loads, may lose structurql 

integrity in the inelastic re on due to the incompatibility of the 

reinforced core and unreinforced brickwork. 
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Contrary to the generally held view, the static test results 

have indicated that it should be possible to design reinforced 

masonry shear walls so that a ductile, generally satisfactory post-

elastic behaviour is achieved. For those walls with an aspect 

ratio of two or more, provided the shear strength exceeds the 

ultimate flexural strength of the load-bearing section then, 

predictably, such behaviour should prevail. Low bearing loads, 

low flexural strengths associated with light reinforcing and high 

aspect ratios all enhance the prospect of this flexural-type 

behaviour which is characterized by minor stiffness degradation 

and negligible load deterioration with load repetition. It is 

suggested that research aimed at restraining steel from buckling 

might be a promising method of improving the structural performance 

of these elements. 

The above is not to imply that other behaviour modes will 

prove unsatisfactory. Indeed a number of walls will be of such 

geometry that flexural behaviour cannot be obtained. Further, 

dynamic testing (chapter 5) has indicated that a potentially 

flexural situation may not always produce a flexural response. 

Thus the energy dissipating capacity of shear-like behaviour 

should not be overlooked. 

It seems likely that construction practices including steel 

distribution, anchorage details and grouting effectiveness may 

prove to be factors of greater importance for satisfactory energy 

dissipation in this shear mode than in the flexural type and 

consequently experimental investigation is recommended. 
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3 1 INTRODUCTION 

3 1 1 General 

The load-bearing capacity of masonry walls has been the subject 

of experimental research for many years. The need to establish 

realistic allowable stresses for design codes has often motivated 

compression testing of masonry specimens. The effect of varying 

material properties, eccentricity of load, slenderness ratio and size 

of test specimen on the crushing strength of walls have been investi ed. 

It has been found that brickwork strength is only mildly dependent on 

mortar strength for the normal range and is more dependent on brick 

. (18) 
unit strength. Several references rev~ewed by Thomas have shown 

that load factors relating actual crushing strengths to the permi e 

(19) 
code stress values vary between 6 and 15. reports the 

linear correlation between the strength of the brickwork and the tensile 

strength of the bricks suggesting that a tensile test would be more 

appropriate than the current compression test as an index test for bricks. 

The predominant effect of the deformation characteristics of the joint 

material as a factor in brickwork strength has been recognised for some 

time but only recently has a systematic approach been applied to this 

research. Many other material properties of masonry have been 

. (20) 
investigated and are reported by Sahl~n • 

The raison d ' for an investigation of this nature within a 

seismic study may not be obvious However, observation of the wall 

panels subjected to the lateral cyclic loading revealed that the 

ductility capability was very often limited by the crushing of 
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the flexural compreB~ion zone , especially for those walls supporting 

large bearing loads. At this stage in the loading cycle, tensile cracks 

between the wall and the foundation had formed so that the majority of 

the bearing load was being carried on a relatively small area at the 

wall toe. Due to the presence of shear the material in this region 

is thus subjected to a compressive force which is assumed to be directed 

along a line inclined somewhere between the vertical and wall diagonal. 

The appearance of the material failure, Fig. 2.2(c), was so similar to 

the splitting failure associated with the direct compression loading of 

masonry specimens that an experimental programme consisting of direct 

uniaxial compression tests on masonry prisms was devised. In particular 

the failure mechanism and its critical parameters were examined. 

Subsequently, promising ways to prevent sudden or brittle compressive 

failures were attempted. The aim here was to find a joint material 

that would bond masonry units together and also achieve a restraining 

effect on the units. Increases in both the masonry strength and the 

maximum compressive strains attainable were desired and in this re~pect 

the problem was analogous to that solved by the lateral confinement of 

plain concrete. 

The major cause of the difference between masonry and other brittle 

materials, including plain concrete, is the inhomogeneity brought about 

by the jointing material which consequently became the main parameter of 

the test series. Joints used were made of: 

(a) steel or rubber bonded with epoxy resin 

(b) cement or lime mortars of differing strengths and thicknesses 

(c) mortar beds with various patterns of i" diameter black wire 

reinforcing. 

Interest in the ultimate strength approach to designing reinforced 

concrete structures has lead to investigations giving the full stress-strain 

curve for concrete. However for brick and concrete block masonry, only 



the train behavi r up to maximum load has been studied in the past and 

so it waS also an objective of this research to obtain compJ.ete stress-

strain curves for masonry materials. 

3.2 

3.2 1 

The difficulty, on a normal compression test machine 1 in obtain 

the stress-strain relationship after maximum stress has been reached, is 

well known, The usual test machine is an apparatus for apply load 

rather than one for controlling deformation, which is necessary when 

obtaining the complete stress-strain curve. 
(21) 

Barnard has observed 

that to prevent rupture of a specimen the test machine must be stiff 

enough to allow the load to falloff in a failing specimen. A modification 

of some conventional testing machines is possible and Brock(22) used a 
/ 

method where the control of load was transformed into a control of strain. 

Special machines which will automatically deform specimens at a constant 

t t d b Roo h ( 23 ) ra e are repor e y usc • 

A 600,000 lb Avery compression testing machine in the Civil 

Engineering Department, University of Canterbury, was found to have the 

stiffness and hydraulic cheracteristics capable of applying strain at a 

desirable and near constant rate to the particular specimens under test. 

After pre-setting the load valve a constant flow of hydraulic fluid 

to the loading piston ensured a constant rate of deformation. No 

further adjustment of the valve was needed. 

The stress-strain tests were conducted at a nominal strain rate of 

0.2% per minute. )has shown that the stress-strain characteristics 

of concrete are markedly affected by large changes in the rate of strain 

However comparative tests within this investigation showed that alteration 

of the straining rate within the range 0 05% per minute to G per 

minute had no si ficant effect on the stress-strain behaviour. 
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A continuous load~deflection record for each specimen was obtained 

u an X-Y plotter. Deflection input was from an Instron electrical 

resistance strain gauge extensometer mounted between the hydraulic ram 

and the fixed spherical head of the test machine. A 6" Sanborn LVDT 

displacement transducer fitted to the load indicator of the test machine 

gave the load input. 

Compression tests on mortar cylinders, 4" high by 2" diameter, were 

undertaken on a ,000 lb Avery universal test machine. In these tests 

a Hounsfield extensometer with a mechanical unit was used to drive the 

graph drum of the test machine. Lateral deformations were obtained 

using two Philips inductive displacement pick-ups diametric opposed 

and mounted at the mid-height of the test cylinder. Displacements were 

read on a Philips bridge. Thus the variation of Poisson's ratio with 

stress was able to be determined. 

Each test prism was constructed from three nearly cubic solid units 

of either brick or concrete block bonded together with the appropriate 

jointing material, Fig. 3.1. Care was taken to ensure that the units 

were laid horizontally and squarely. The prism ends were c with a 

thin Plaster of Paris layer. The brick units were halves cut from a 

brick with an endwise compressive strength of 9100 psi and an i r.a. of 

50 ± 15gm/30in
2
/min. The concrete blocks were cut from Vibrapac 417 

units which had an average compressive strength of 5000 psi and an i.r.a. 

of approximately 4gm/30in
2
/min. 

Approximate prism dimensions were: concrete blocks 3i" x x 

11~t! (cross sectional area 13 6 in2 ), bricks 41!:" x 4~1I x 9" (cross 

sectional area 18.0 in
2
). The prisms and mortar cylinders were air

cured at a near constant temperature of 64°F. As the specimens were 
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tested at a wide range of ages, the mortar strengths were usted to 

8 d t . P' I (24) f 2 - ay strengths for compara lve purposes rlce s curve or 

air-cured specimens of concrete. The particular specimens showed a 

rapid increase in strength with age and a sudden levelling off at an 

age of about 20 days which fitted Price's curve and the available data 

satisfactorily. 

3·3 

Specimen shape is an important factor in compression tests. For 

short specimens the failure mechanism is affected by the frictional 

restraint at the loading ens. As the height to depth ratio, hid j 

increases the influence of the restraint reduces causing a reduction in 

the apparent compressive strength as the failure mode changes from one 

of shear to tensile split Such was observed by Krefeld(13) who 

investi brick prisms with hid ratios varying from 1 to 12. The 

prime criterion to satisfy in any test specimen is that the "correct" 

failure mode occurSj that in fact the specimen is being subjected to a 

condition that represents the prototype behaviour. Intuitively, if 

one considers the effect of the platen to be confined to a 450 
inclined 

pyramidal zone then in a prism consisting of three cubic blocks the 

central block and its two adjacent mortar beds will be free from any 

end effects. For the prisms in this series with square sections and 

hid ratios of 3.2 and 2.1 for concrete block and brick respectively, 

the desired failure by tensile tting was achieved, justifying 

adoption of the chosen shapes. In the few cases where failure was due 

to either crushing as evidenced by inclined shear cracking or eccentric 

loading as evidenced by asymmetrical behaviour the results were discarded. 

Misleadingly high strengths are obtained when compression failure is by 

shear. 
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Masonry is a tIe mate a1 strong in compression and therefore it 

is reasonable to borrow from the information available on the behaviour 

concrete compressive specimens, 

Newman and Lachance 
( 

) showed that in addition to the shape 

size of the test specimen, modes of deformation and failure of concrete 

compressive specimens are affected the type of aten packing which 

is described a "softness" vc11ue given in Table 3.1 and define as 

ratio of PoisGonis ratio to Young's modulus, ~/E. Th suggest that 

two distinct loading effects are introduced in the ends of the specimen; 

(a) Tangential or frictional stresses are set up which are 

compressive with "hard" packing, e.g steel. On the other 

hand with !lsoft" packing, e go rubber, the tangential 

stresses are tensile and can cause failure to be initiated 

at the ends of the specimen. 

(b) Vertical stress concentrations can occur which result in 

lateral tensile stresses in the vertical ane. 

With hard ens~ short specimens are subjected to triaxial 

compressive stress and the failing load, and hence the apparent crushing 

I increases with the frictional resistance ied by the atenso 

This effect decreases as the t/width increases and becomes insi f ' , . J.~ 

cant for a height/width ratio of about 2~. If however an increase in 

the height/width ratio involves an increase in volume, the probability 

of erous flaws occurring is greater and so failure is statistic 

more at a lower crushing strength. 

Soft packings have two effects; 

(1) They cause tangential tensile stress due to friction which 

probably dies out at a distance from the ends to the 

width of the specimen; 

(i) ~.'he vo cal stress concentration near the centre of the 
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loaded face c produce a lateral tensile stress to cause 

cracking ( itt parallel to the axis of the specimen. 

As the thickness 0 the soft packing increases the vertical 

loading becomes more concentrated creat an increased. 

lateral tensile stress. But as the specimen height 

increases, the area under tension also increases reduc 

the stress level and hence inc the apparent G 

strength 

TABLE 3.1: TYPICAL VALUES OF ~/E RATIO 

Material ~/E Ratio Description 

in'/lb 

rubber >10 x 10 
~7 

"soft" 

mortar 2.5 x 10~7 

brick 1.0 x 10-7 

concrete 0.5 x 10-7 

steel 0 0 1 x 10-7 "hard" 

Using the above information it is reasonable to a likely 

behaviour for masonry. The failure mechanism is considered to be 

endent on the difference in the elastic properties of the jointing 

and unit materials. Strain compatibili at the joint interface causes 

ial stresses to be set up in the unit and joint materials. From 

Table 3.1 it is that the mortar joint is typical "softer" 

than the unit material. Thus as the mortar joint is restrained from 

deforming late 1 compressive ial stresses are introduced into 

the mortar and tensile tangential stresses are introduced into the 

masonry unit Hene instead of an uniaxial compressive stress 



condi tion tll th prism a desirable state of triaxial compression 

would exist in the mortar and an undesirable state of combined uni al 

compression and biaxial tension would exist in the masonry uni The 

triaxial compression condition of the mortar increases its compressive 

s but when the enhanced crushing strength is reached the 

accompanying large lateral strains cause lure of the unit by vertical 

itUng which leads to eventual collapse of the smo The existenc 

of very large lateral strains in concrete as the longitUdinal strain 

corresponding to the maximum compressive stress is reached and exceed 

(22) 
is reported by Brock and a very similar behaviour for mortar has 

been confirmed in this investigation fng additional evidence in 

support of this failure mechanism It is further substantiated by the 

experimental work of Somerville( ) on joints for precast concrete 

components. The masonry units commonly used in construction today 

'have a rela ti low height/width 0, so that lateral tensile ~tresses 

caused by vertical load concentration may also be significant. 

The failure mechanism t outlined, the behaviour of masonry 

experienced during the tests and the inferences drawn from this behaviour 

agree so much with Hilsdorfis failure criteria( ) that it is app ate 

to describe it The development of stresses as they may occur in a 

single brick within a masonry unit subjected to axial compression in the 

y direction are shown in Fig. 3.2. It is assumed that the lateral 

tensile stresses in the x and z directions, and 0z ' are 

equal and they are given as a function of the local maximum stresses, 

which act in the direction of the external load. Line A is an assumed 

failure criterion (the actual one is not known and this assumption follows 

Mohr's theory of failure assuming a straight line envelope) for the 

t strength of bricks With the masonry subjected to external 

uniaxial compression. the lateral tensile stresses follow the dashed 

line B1 until at the intersection with Line A local failure cracking 
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occurs causing a reduction in the lateral stresses. If the external 

load is larger than the uniaxial compressive st 9 then the 

mortar has been laterally confined. A certain minimum lateral 

compressive stress has had to act on the mortar and this must have been 

equilibrated by tensile stresses in the uncracked sections of the brick • 

These minimum tensile stresses, which will increase with i 

external load l are represented by Line C. When the external load is 

increased beyond the load causing the first crack, stresses in th~ 

uncracked section may along line A second crack will be 

formed when the stresses are such that B2 intersects with A and again 

the lateral tensile stresses will fall to 1 C and the process continues 

in the same way and the brick may finally be split into small elementso 

Under the best conditions, the intersection of the failure criterion 

Line A and the minimum lateral stress Line C corresponds to the ultimate 

load of the masonry unit. 

By expressing Lines A and C mathematic the stress value at the 

point of intersection can be determined. Silsdorf shows that 

This 

fl 
b 

U 
u 

where f~ = average masonry compres stress at failure 

fb = uniaxial compressive strength of brick 

~ uniaxial compressive st of mortar 

fbt = strength of brick under biaxial tension, 

j joint thickness 

b = brick he 

U = non-uniformity coefficient at failure 
u 

= 0 z 

ratio of 

maximum to average uniaxial compressive stress 

on satisfies known (or discovered) relationships between 
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compressive strength of masonry and various parameters: masonry strength 

increases with increasing compressive strength of brick and mortar, with 

increasing tensile strength of bricks and with decreasing ratio of joint 

thickness to brick height. 

Of passing interest is the effect of non-homogeneity on the elastic 

stress distribution of masonry and this has been the subject of a finit 

element method analysis by Carter et alia(28). In a diagonally loaded 

brickwork disc concentrations of high principal tensile stress were 

found to be induced in the elements of lesser stiffness. For brick/ 

mortar elastic modular ratios of 2 and 4 the maximum mortar principal 

tensile stresses were respectively 459£ and 5496 greater than for the 

homogeneous case. 

The details of specimens and their compressive strengths are listed 

in Table 3. The properties of the mortars used are given in Table 

3.3 where the compressive strengths are the average of two or three 

cylinders. Fig. 3.1 shows typical failures of rubber, steel and mortar 

jointed concrete and brick masonry prisms. Unfortunately the photographs 

were taken at the end of the tests and initial crack patterns have become 

obscured. 

3.4.1 

For prisms of three concrete blocks with joints of 1/16 11 or 1/8" 

M.S. plate bonded to the concrete with epoxy resin, the average 

compressive strength from 8 specimens was 4750 psi. This is slightly 

lower than the 5000 psi endwise crushing strength of the masonry unit, 

an 11~1f x 3t" X 3g" concrete block. However for similar prisms with 

rubber joints bonded with epoxy resin the average compressive strength 

from four prisms showed a large reduction to 2200 psi. As predicted 
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by the failure mechanism already outlined, the failure modes of these 

two non~representative situations are quite different. With the metal 

jointed prisms, failure was by crushing initiated at any part of the 

prism and often in several places simultaneously_ The rubber jointed 

specimens exhibited a splitting failure with the sudden formation of 

one or two vertical cracks in the inner block initiated from the joint 

and accompanied by a sudden drop in load. 

The effect of changes in mortar strength may be found in Table 3 2, 

Series G j H and I. The prisms were made together and to get a range of 

mortar strengths the ages of testing were varied. For mortar strengths 

of 950, 2040 and 2600 psi, prism strengths of 4030, 4420 

and 4570 psi respectively were obtained. This trend of small increases 

in prism strength with large increases in mortar strength confirms results 

of earlier workers. The prisms with the highest strength mortar tended 

to the behaviour of metal jointed prisms whereas the low strength mortar 

prisms failed more like the rubber jointed prisms. 

As other factors, in addition to mortar strength, affect the prism 

strength it is unwise to compare strength results between series where 

these factors may well have been altered. 

In view of the tendency for compressive specimens to fail in 

splitting, an attempt was made to restrain the lateral movement of the 

mortar beds. Squares of ~11 diameter black wire, sometimes strengthened 

across their centres, were used and are shown pictorially in Table 3.2 

Comparing the pairs of plain and reinforced mortar jointed prisms within 

series G, H and I compressive strength results indicate that the reinforcing 

was unexpectedly ineffective in confining the mortar. In fact it may be 

argued, as the results indicate slightly lower strengths for specimens 

with reinforced joints, that earlier failure was precipitated by the 

reinforcing. 



Designa-
tion 

A 1 
2 
3 
4 

B 1 
2 
3 
4 

C 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

D 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

E 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

F 1 
2 
3 

G 1 
2 
3 
4 

H 1 
2 
3 
4 

I 1 
2 
3 
4 

J 1 to 8 

K1 to 4 
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TABLE 3.2: COMPRESSIVE S~'RENGTH OF CONCRETE MASONRY PRISMS 

Joint Compressive Strengtt 
Mortar Thickness Reinforc- Specimen 

Type (in. ) in~ Age (days) Mortar 

1A 1 - 15 1900 "2 

" " - " " 
" 1 - " " "4 

" " - " " 

2B 1 - 16 2400 ~ 

" " - " " 
" i - " " 
" " - " " 

1B i - 6 1500 

" " - " " 
" " 0 " " 
" " " " 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
" " rn " " 
" " " " " 

1C i EE 12 2000 

" " " " " 
" " " " " 
" " 0 " " 
" " " 46 2200 

" " OJ " " 

2A ~ - 13 2200 

" " - " " 
" " - " " 
" " - " " 
" " - " " 
" " - 35 2400 

" " - " " 
" " EB " " 

3A i - 2 1160 

" " - " " 
" " - 16 2120 

3B 3 2EB 2 870 B 

" " " " " 
3C " - " 950 

" II - " " 

3B i 2E8 7 2100 

" " " " " 
3C " - " 2040 

" " - " " 

3B ~ 283 30 2700 

" " " " " 
3C " - " 2600 

" " - " " 

1/8" and 1/16" M.S. plate - -
joints bonded with epoxy 
resin 

~It, III and ~" rubber - -
joints bonded with epoxy 
resin 

Note: The concrete nasonry unit compressive strengths 

from 6 specim~ns were 4560, 4780, 4930, 5110, 

5430 and 5600 psi - average 5070 psi. 

(psi) 
Prism 

3800 
3 440 
4100 
3860 

3650 
3670 
3810 
3980 

3480 
3620 
3270 
3530 
3420 
3310 
3330 
3080 

3880 
3000 
3700 
3280 
4060 
4020 

4200 
4380 
4180 
4350 
4300 
4580 
4350 
3800 

3370 
3420 
4000 

3270 
3800 
4040 
4030 

4250 
4170 
4200 
4650 

4560 
4300 
4730 
4420 

4750 
(average) 

2200 
(average) 



The effect of mortar thickness was investigated in series A and Bj 

series A using a weak lime-cement mortar, series B a richer cement 

mortar. In each case specimens with ~II and ~II joints were compared 

for compressive strengths. Results show that the specimens of til 

joint thickness had compressive strengths approximately 10% greater than 

the specimens with ~1I mortar thickness This result is to be expected 

as the higher strength from the thinner mortar joint is a consequence 

of the greater confinement offered by the unit material which is 

confirmed analytically by Hilsdorf. 

Six prisms of three half~bricks with -~I! joints of mortar type 1C 

were tested at 15 days age. The prism strengths were 5250, 5850, 6150, 

6550, 6700 and 7700 psi (average 6370 psi) and the mortar compressive 

strength was 2100 psi. The brick unit strengths on 5 specimens were 

7500, 8200, 9200, 10,000, and 10,600 psi (average 9100 psi). 

The strengths of the brickwork prisms were substantially higher than 

the concrete masonry prisms of series D which were constructed at the 

same time with the same mortar. This may be due to a higher biaxial 

tensile strength for the bricks, the smaller difference between the ~/E 

values fOF the brickwork components or the effect of the smaller hid 

ratio. The compressive strength of the bricks was greater than that for 

the concrete blocks. 

3.4.4 

Complete stress-strain curves for prisms of brick, brickwork and 

concrete masonry with mortar joints, and for cylinders of mortar and 

concrete are shown in Figs. 3 3 and 3. Lf. These curves are typical of the 

range of prisms tested (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and previous section). 

Because of the similar general shapes, direct comparison between concrete 
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TABLE 3 3: PROPERTIES OF MORTARS 

Batch Initial Compressive Strength 
Desig- Sand:Cement:Plasticizer:Water Flow Age 28 days 
nation (%) (psi) at (days) at (psi) 

1A 5 1 Lime 0.5 1.033 120 1900 15 2000 
1B " II " " II 120 1500 6 2250 
1C Ii II II II II 118 2000 12 2200 

2100 15 I 2200 46 I 

2A 3 1 Onoda 0.04 0.5 105 2200 13 2400 
2400 35 

2B " " II Ii " 110 2400 16 2500 

3A 4 '1 Lime 0.5 0.875 120 1160 2 
2120 16 

3B " II " " " 120 870 2 2700 
2100 7 
2700 30 

3C II " " II " 115 950 2 2600 
2040 7 
2600 30 

TABLE 3.4: STRAIN AND BRITTLENESS VALUES 

Material Joint Compressive Experimental Values Concrete 
of Details Strength €O €50 50 '0 Formula 

Prism (psi) (%) (%) Values 
€O 

~59' 'Q 

€O 

Concrete 
masonry i" mortar 3280 .36 .62 .72 1.10 

" II II 4300 .37 .60 .62 76 
" in mortar 3820 .37 .52 .40 .89 
II ~" mortar 3660 .42 .66 57 .94 
II Reinforced 3430 .37 .76 1.03 . 

with CJ 
" M.S. Plate 4750 .43 .80 .86 .67 
II It 4950 .43 .99 1.30 .63 

!Brickwork i" mortar 5850 .64 1.00 .56 .51 
" " II 6500 .63 1 00 .59 .46 

!Brick 9000 85 .89 .05 .31 
Concrete ~ 2560 .30 63 1.10 1 60 
Mortar 1820 .40 .76 .90 3.05 

" 2320 .40 .80 1.00 1.90 
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and masonry stress-strain behaviour is justified. Steel jointed 

specimens have similar stress-strain curves to those of specimens 

with mortar joints although the falling branch is not as steep. 

However with rubber jointed specimens once the maximum stress has been 

reached, increasing strain causes a very rapid falloff in stress. 

For low stress values, sometimes even up to 20% f' , the stressm 

strain curves obtained showed an increase in the tangent modulus of 

elasticity with increasing stress. Such behaviour has been observed 

by Rao(29) who attributed it to a masonry material characteristic in 

addition to "slackness" in the test set-up. He explained this as due 

to the densification of mortar as the compressive load increased. 

Campbell, in remarks to reference 27, suggested that the phenomenon was 

a result of the change of mortar from a state of uniaxial compression 

to triaxial compression consistent with the failure mechanism proposed 

by Hilsdorf. In triaxial compression ideally the mortar is infinitely 

rigid. In this series of tests because the initial tangent modulus 

increased with load to a similar degree for all types of prisms, 

including those with steel plate joints and for solid concrete and mortar 

specimens, the behaviour was attributed to "slackness" of the test set-up. 

Accordingly the initial part of the curves has been replaced by the 

projection of the tangent at the point of contraflexure to the origin. 

The elastic stiffness may be represented by the secant modulus 

obtained from the ascending portion of the stress-strain curve at the 

point where the strain is half the strain, eO I at maximum stress. 

10
6 . 6 64 6 106 

The secant modulus was 1. x ,1.37 x 10 ,0. x 10 and 1.07 x psi 

and €o was 0.63, 0.36, 0.40 and 0.30% for the brickwork, concrete masonry, 

mortar and concrete specimens respectively. 

The general pattern of behaviour of the brickwork and concrete masonry 

prisms was very similar. Although the brickwork prisms tended to 

slightly at strains beyond eO' the consequent fall in load was usually 
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very small, as shown in Fig. 3.4. 

The slope of the falling branch of the stress-strain curve gives 

an indication of the brittleness of the material. If the strain, £50' 

at a stress of 50% of the maximum stress is determined, then the 

expression 

can be used as a measure of brittleness. Extremely brittle materials 

will have values of this expression approachine zero and higher values 

indicate less brittle materials. For concrete it has been found that 

the higher the compressive strength the lower the value for €50. As 

€O alters little with changes of strength, high strength concrete tends 

to be more brittle than low strength concrete. Kent(12) proposed the 

following empirical relationship, applicable to rapid strain rates. 

where fl = concrete cylinder compressive strength 
c 

It is interesting to compare (see Table 3.4) the brittleness values 

as obtained experimentally from the stress-strain curves and those 

calcUlated, from the above formula, for concrete of the same compressive 

strength. The value eO = 0.002 has been assumed for the concrete. 

For the specimens tested, the concrete masonry prisms Were more brittle 

than concrete of the same compressive strength whereas the brickwork 

tended to be slightly less brittle than the equivalent concrete. However 

the degree of brittleness was of the same order as that predicted by 

Kent's expression for concrete indicating the similarity between the 

stress-strain relationship for concrete and masonry. The brick unit 

itself exhibited a very brittle behaviour. 

The experimental results for mortar suggest a more brittle material 

than the equivalent concrete which may be due to the lower average size 
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of aggregate in'mortar allowing easier crack propagation. However 

Kent's relationship was based on few experimental results in the region 

of 2000 psi concrete compressive strength and it may be unreliable for 

such low strength concretes. 

The results also indicate that mortar jointed prisms are more 

brittle than comparable metal jointed prisms even though the latter have 

higher strengths and that as the mortar thickness decreases the prism 

brittleness increases, 

Critical observation of the mortar jointed specimens during testing 

showed that the first visible signs of failure were in crushing of the 

mortar beds at or near the maximum load. Vertical cracks emanated from 

the crushed zone and propagated into the masonry units as the strain 

increased. Even after extensive vertical cracking and loss of loa. 

carrying capacity in the prism, the masonry units showed no signs of 

crushing. In all cases the maximum loads attainable were greater than 

those corresponding to the cylinder crushing strength of the mortar but 

less than the crushing strength of the masonry units, 

Such behaviour confirms the predicted failure mechanism. Further 

evidence was obtained from the lateral strain measurements on several 

specimens of each mortar type. All results were very similar and showed 

the large lateral strains in mortar as the compressive strength is 

approached. Results for mortar 2A are plotted in Fig. 3.5 together 

with its stress-strain curve. Poisson's ratio remained constant at 

0.22 until the stress reached approximately 75% of its maximum value fl 

and then increased with increasing stress. At a stress of 0.98f' 

Poisson's ratio reached 0 5 and continued rising at an increasing rate 

with increasing strain. It had a value of 1.3 at the strain €O' and 

a value in excess of 3 at a strain of 0.5% when the stress was 0.93f' 
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Because of spalling fUrther readings were meaningless. 

Attempts were made to restrain the lateral expansion of the joints 

but apparently the reinforcirtg used was inadequate. Even when the 

whole joint was constructed in steel, with the object of providing 

compressional tangential stresses on the masonry units at the joint, the 

full compressive strength of the masonry could not be attained. This is 

probably due to the interface discontinuity which increases the likelihood 

of crack initiation. 

In a further series of tests, 12" x 4" x 4" prisms and 4" cubes 

were constructed of mortar. At 12 hours age, three cubes were jointed, 

using mortar with the same mix, to make up "masonry" prisms approximately 

12" x 4" x 4". With a weak lime cement mix as the mortar material the 

full prisms gave 20 day compressive strengths of 2250 psi compared with 

2220 psi for the three-block prisms. When a richer cement mix was 

adopted as the mortar, 14 day results gave compressive strengths of 

2400 psi for full prisms and 2120 psi for three-block specimens. The 

values given are averages of three test specimens. The slightly;:l'ower 

values of the jointed prisms again indicate the crack initiating effect 

of the joint/unit interface. It is significant that crushing was 

evident in both the blocks and joints and that cracks passed straight 

through the joints from blocks on either side of the joints. Such 

behaviour supports the proposed failure mechanism which is dependent upon 

masonry units and jointing material having different properties. 

The foregoing observations have been made from tests on prisms of 

solid units. When applied to hollow-unit masonry the proposed failure 

mechanism with all its consequences may require modification to account 

for interaction between the grout filling and the hollow unit. 

problem constitutes a subject recommended for future research. 

This 
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3 

The splitting failure exhibited in masonry under compressive loads 

is precipitated by the crushing of mortar which is accompanied by large 

lateral tensile strains. The masonry material adjacent to the mortar 

bed eventually is unable to accommodate this lateral expansion and 

cracks vertically leading to failure of the complete masonry structure 

The failure load is greater than the cylinder compressive strength of the 

mortar but less than the compressive strength of the masonry units. 

Knowing the failure mechanism, several ways to achieve masonry 

structures capable of withstanding higher compressive loads in a 

satisfactory manner are possible; 

(i) by delaying the crushing of the mortar. 

This may be accomplished by raising the mortar stren!th 

either directly or by reducing the mortar thickness bringing 

into effect greater confinement. of the mortar by the masonry 

units. 

(ii) by raising the biaxial tensile splitting strength of the 

masonry unit material. 

Although little evidence is available from this work, it 

is generally true that an increase in compressive strength of 

a brittle material implies an increase in tensile strength. 

But for satisfactory behaviour in structures, and in particular 

in earthquake-resistant structures, the material must not be too 

brittle. It is unfortunately true, certainly for concrete and 

probably for masonry, that an increase in compressive strength 

generally means an increase in brittleness. 

(iii) by restraining the mortar from large lateral expansion. 

Light reinforcing of the mortar bed proved ineffective. 

However metal joints were effective and for these prisms the 

masonry unit strength was almost achieved indicating the 



correctness of the principle. 

Finally, despite the differences in failure mechanisms, it may be 

concluded that masonry has a material behaviour quite similar to that 

of plain concrete. 
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l~ " 1 • 1 

Having established the ductility capabilities of load bearing 

reinforced masonry panels it is necessary to determine the ductility 

requirements according to some design approach and then re-examine 

this method in an effort to balance the capabilities with the require-

ments. 

The response of structures to earthquake loading has been the 

concern of many investigators and has been reviewed by WalPole(30 ). 

The cyclic load tests clearly indicated the importance of stiffness 

degradati~n. Earthquake engineers wer~ reminded- of this property 

following results of the PCA concrete frame ductility investigation(31). 

Unt recently, practically all theoretical analyses on which the 

predicted earthquake ductility requirements in s~mple structures have 

been based assumed ordinary elasto-plastic behaviour. However j for a 

given deformation amplitude, less energy is absorbed per cycle by a 

system with degrading stiffness behaviour than with an ordinary elasto-

plastic system. Thus the relative earthquake resistance of structures 

having a degrading stiffness property WaS questioned and, in particular, 

it was reasoned that the earthquake ductility requirements might be 

increased proportionately. This formed the background to a SEAOC 

sponsored investigation undertaken by Clough(32 ) in which simple single 

degree-of-freedom (SDF) shear-beam models with periods of vibration, T 

ranging from 0.3 to 2.7 seconds were excited by earthquake ground motion 

records and their theoretical dynamic responses determined. For the 

flexible structures (T ~ 0.6 seconds), the ductility requirements were 
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similar for equivalent elasto-plastic and degrading stiffness systems. 

However for certain 0.3 second period models, the ductility requirement 

for the degrading stiffness system was over twice that for the equivalent 

elasto~plastic system. 

As load bearing masonry shear structures typically are stiffer 

than their reinforced concrete or steel frame equivalents, having 

estimated fundament periods of vibration of the order of 0.05N where 

N is the number of stories, masonry structures of up to 6 stories will 

probably have fundamental periods below 0.3 seconds. Hence it was 

deemed desirable to extend Clough's investigation to structures of lower 

periods. Of further interest, such an extension would be applicable 

to the higher modes of vibration of multi-story buildings and the effect 

of stiffness degradation on them may be large enough to affect the 

overall structural response. 

4.1.2 

The effect of stiffness degradation on the inelastic seismic 

response and ductility requirements of idealized SDF shear-beam systems 

having periods of vibration 0.6 seconds and less was investigated 

theoretically. Structural excitation was confined to the 1940 El Centro 

earthquake N-S component record. The analyses were undertaken on the 

University of Canterbury's IBM 360/44 digital computer usine a numerical 

integration method based on the assumption of linear variation in 

acceleration over each time step. 

The SDF shear-beam mo f this investigation represents a simple 

damped resonator whose elastic properties are defined by the period of 

vibration 
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T ::: 2n /MTk 

where M vibrating mass 

k = elastic stiffness 

The mass M was considered to be concentrated in a rigid girder 

supported by weightless columns which provided the total lateral 

e1astic stiffness k A viscous damping element, c I was incorporated 

into the model and damping ratios, A , where 

A c/2/kM 

of 2, 5 and 10% were applied. 

The non-linear characteristics are represented by the lateral load-

deflection relationship. Three types of non-linear properties were 

conside red. 

The important properties are identified by the yield strength, v 
y 

and the elastic stiffness k = V /x ,where x is the elastic limit 
e y y y 

deflection. Increase of deflection beyond the yield level x y takes 

place at the yield load V 
Y 

and unloading occurs with the initial 

elastic stiffness. The structure is assumed symmetrical so that the 

yield strength is the same in each direction. 

defined as the ratio of the maximum deflection, 

limit deflection x y 

= 
x 

m 
x y 

The ductility factor, ~, 

X I to the elastic 
m 

is a measure of the plastic deformation which is developed. 

(b) 

Clough's basic degrading stiffness model, as expressed in the 

force-deflection diagram of Fig. 4.1(a) was considered to be a reasonable, 

conservative approximation to the experimental behaviour of those masonry 

walls which behaved in a ductile manner Initial loading,yielding and 
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unloading are identical to the elasto-plastic model. On further 

loading, subsequent stiffness is determined by two points, (i) the 

force-deflection condition at which unloading terminated and (ii) the 

current yield point CYP, defined as the force-deflection condition of 

the maximum yielded displacement which has occurred at any previous 

time. In the event of no previous yielding in the direction concerned 

CYP is represented by 1YP, the initial yield point, which is the 

force-deflection condition that would be reached if the structure had 

yielded in this direction initially. Unloading takes place with the 

initial elastic stiffness. 

Stiffness degradatidn more severe than that given by the basic 

degrading stiffness model was often observed in the cyclic loading 

test results. It is apparent that the Clough idealization while being 

a conservative model for structures behaving flexurally may err on the 

unsafe side for many others and thus what has been termed the total 

stiffness degrading model was devised to represent an extreme case of 

stiffness degradation. This hypothetical model, illustrated in 

Fig. 4.1(b), is the same as the basic degrading stiffness model for the 

first complete cycle of load. Thereafter the stiffness takes a zero 

value while the structure displaces at zero load until the next loading 

with the original elastic stiffness returns it to the current yield 

point from whence further yielding can take place. 

The yield strength ratio 

v /w y 

where W = total weight of the structure 

is an important physical parameter in non-linear response analyses. 

From the widely accepted Uniform Building Code(33) the design base 

shear force, V
d

, for a structure located in the most severe seismic 

zone, Zone III, is specified as 



Vd := KCW 

where K, the structural coefficient, lies between 0.67 and 1.33 

depending upon the type of framing system and C I the seismic 

coefficient is given as 

C = 

Arbitrarily taking the yield load as twice the design load, or in 

other words, adopting a load factor of two 

(0.1)K 

3/T 
:::: ... 4.1 

The highest value for ~ equal to 0.3 is obtained for T = 0.1 sec. 

with K = 1 This maximum value of ~ may be compared with the 

value based on the most severe basic seismic coefficient of the N.Z. Code(3
4

) 

For public buildings in zone A the coefficient is 0.16 and doubling to 

give a load factor of two, a yield strength ratio of 0.32 is obtained. 

In this investigation values of ~ equal to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 were adopted. 

For all Clough's models values of ~ fro·m equation 4.1, generally of 

lower value than those above, were used j giving higher ductility requirements.' 

The only excitation used in these analyses was that corresponding 

to the N-S component of the 1940 El Centro earthquake. The accelerogram 

prepared by Berg, being the time and acceleration co-ordinates of the peaks 

and troughs, represents the earthquake as a piecewise linear function. 

This record has been corrected(35) to give reasonable values for the 

integrated velocity and displacement of the ground. A maximum ground 

acceleration of 0 32g was reached approximately 2 seconds after the 

motion began. Such an acceleration represents a severe strong-motion 

record although ground accelerations as high as 19 were recorded at 

San Fernando, California, Feb. 1971. 
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In these analyses tural excitation was c~nfinedto the first 
· . 

12 seconds of the earthquake record, after it was found that the most 

significant response occurred in this portion. 

The acceleration response spectra for this earthquake, Fig. 4.2, 

indicate that the response maxima occur for periods of approximately 

0.5 sec. 

Dynamic equilibrium of the non-linear SDF shear-beam model that is 

rigidly fixed to the ground, has its mass M lumped in the rigid beam 

and is subjected to base excitation may be expressed as: 

Mx · kx -M .. 
+ cx + = Xg 

where 
.. 

is the acceleration of the ground Xg 

c is the viscous damping 

k is the total lateral stiffness 

and x, i, and ~ are respectively the lateral displacement 

velocity and acceleration of the mass of the system 

measured relative to its base. 

As k is dependent on the magnitude of the response this equation 

is non-linear but it is assumed that over a very short time interval, ~t, 

the system remains linear. 

The response Was evaluated by numerical integration of the differen-

tial equation of motion in a step-by-step procedure popularised by 

Newmark <3G) • 

The equation of differences between forces at time t + £'It and 

(lIFi)t + C~R) t + (lIQ) t (~P\ ... 4.2 

where (liFi) MC~x) t (inertia resistance) 

t 

(ilR)t -· ct(L~i)t (viscous damping resistance) 

is 



( )t 
. 

k t (6x\ . (spring resistance) 

(L\P)t ::: ~M(lIx ) 
g t (exciting force) 

and (tJx)t :: Xt+lIt x t 

etc. 

Assuming a linear variation of acceleration within each time interval 

~t establishes the following recurrence formulae: 

(tJX)t 
o. lit lIxt 

lit 
::: xt + 

2 

L\x
t xt L\t 

.. !J 
+ !lXt L\ t 2 

::: + x t 6 2 

which are substituted into the relations for 6R and 6Q in equation 

4.2 enabling direct solution. By rearraneing the terms of equation 

4.2 , dividing throughout by M and introducing the relationships, 

k (.?:!:!) 
2 

M = T 

c 
A M :: 

an expression involving only the physical parameters, period of vibration, 

T , and damping ratio, A , is derived: 

= 

where DF = 1 + 

and 

DF 
iSM' 

2 
+ 2 (~) 

3 T 

Subsequently 6x
t 

and tJx t are calculated. 

Initially the structure is assumed at rest giving zero values to the 

relative velocity and displacement at the beginning of excitation when 

time t::: o. The relative acceleration then becomes equal to the initial 

ground acceleration i.e. 

and 

.. 
x 

o 
X ;::; 0 o 

x 
o o 
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For each successive time interval the incremental motion is calculated 

and added to the former kinematic state to obtain the current state. 

Relevant checks are made and depending on the condition of the system 

the stiffness properties are readjusted before proceeding to execution 

of the next increment. 

Listings of the computer programs developed to perform these 

calculations for the elastic and three different non-linear models 

considered are given in the Appendix. A similar procedure applicable 

to multi-mass systems using matrix manipulation is outlined by WaIPole(3
0

). 

4 2.4 

Stability of the numerical process is very dependent on the step 

interval used. Reducing the time interval decreases the errors involved 

in assuming that the acceleration varies linearly within each interval and 

that the stiffness properties do not change until the end of the interval. 

When this numerical integration method w~s applied in the IBM 360/44 

computer very small time increments were required t.o achieve stability. 

Shepherd and McConnel(37) showed that several other methods, which were 

based on assuming the form of the variation of one of the response 

parameters over one or more previous step intervals, gave little improve-

ment in stability. 

Stability is checked by reducing the step interval until convergence 

is obtained and great care must be taken to ensure true convergence. 

Earlier in this work, checks with some elasto-plastic systems, which 

should be the most critical, indicated apparent convergence using a time 

interval of 1/128 sec. This seemed reasonable in view of Newmark's 

recommendation(3
6

) for a time interval of 1/6 to 1/10 the smallest 

natural period of vibration. His suggestion was based on a self-checking 

iterative process but for the direct solution technique adopted, later 

calculations revealed that much smaller increments were often required 



to obtain true convergence. As a result an incorrect conclusion 

regarding the ductility requirements of elasto-plastic and degrading 

. (38) 
stiffness systems was reported ear11er • 

Unfortunately, because the response is obtained as the sum of 

incremental responses the effect of truncation errors increases as the 

step interval is reduced, eventually producing an unstable solution. 

By storing the critical variables as double precision words the limit 

on the size of the time increment for a stable solution is extended. 

Because the IBM 360/44 computer operates in hexadecimal arithmetic 

the adopted time interval was always chosen as a binary fraction i.e. 2-n 

seconds where n is integral. Although this reduces the influence of 

truncation error, analyses with other fractions indicated it may not 

necessarily be important. 

The results given in Table 4.1 have each been arrived at after 

examining solutions to a number of analyses with different step intervals. 

Typical solutions for decreasing time increments are given in Table 4.2. 

With the elasto-plastic and basic stiffness degrading systems, for yield 

strength ratios of 0.3 and 0.2 satisfactory convergence was generally 

obtained with respective time increments of 1/1024 and 1/2048 sec. 

However for the 0.1 second period model, especially with small damping, 

values as small as 1/8192 sec. were often necessary for satisfactory 

convergence. For a yield strength ratio of 0.1 numerical instability 

was more frequent but a value of 1/1024, 1/2048 or 1/4096 usually proved 

satisfactory. Analyses with the total degrading stiffness model were 

even more prone to numerical instability and smaller time increments were 

often necessary for convergence. Because of the small energy dissipation 

capacity this system is inherently more unstable than the other models. 

With equivalent elastic systems satisfactory results were obtained 

with a time increment of 1/64 sec. 

The other criterion to be satisfied is that the earthquake 

record must be adequately represented. This means 



the ttme increment must be small compared with the time between 

successive digitised co-ordinate points, as the program interpolates 

linearly between these points to obtain the acceleration of the ground 

at the beginning of each time increment. As indicated by solutions 

for the elastic systems a step interval of 1/64 sec. is sufficiently 

small. 

The system is assumed to remain linear within each step interval 

and its condition is not checked until the end of the step_ If the 

yield load has been exceeded the time and conditions at yielding are 

determined by linear interpolation. The calCUlation proceeds from 

this position, with the changed stiffness properties, using the 

complementary fraction of the time interval for the first post-yield 

step and then reverting to the original time interval. Establishing 

the exact equilibrium conditions at the point of changing stiffness 

should improve the rate of convergence of the solution. 

4.3 

4.3.1 

Computer output consisted of response history co-ordinates and the 

maximum ductility factors, ~1 and ~2 calculated for both load directions 

as recorded in Table 4.1. The ductility factor is defined as the ratio 

of displacement at point of interest to displacement at initial yield, 

x This avoids possible misinterpretation when comparing cyclically 
y 

loaded elasto-plastic and degrading stiffness systems due to the fact 

that plastic deflections in the latter are normally much smaller than 

those in the former for the same total deflection. Thus the maximum 

ductility factor is the ratio of the extreme deflection in either 

direction from the origin to the elastic limit deflection. 

It is apparent from the maximum ductility factors, Table 4 1, that 

stiff structures are more responsive to earthquake excitation than 



TABLE 4.1: MAXIMUl4 DUCTILITY FACTORS 

Period, T Damping 
Yield Strength Ratio ~ 

...:! 0.1 0.2 0.3 (sec.) Ratio I'il 
A 

)e (%) 0 111 112 f.L1 f.L2 f.L1 112 
:2: 

0.1 10 44 15 2.6 3.9 <1 
5 0 70 22 3.8 5.7 <1 
2 H 

37 132 27 5.5 7.0 1,2 E-< 

0.2 10 til 14 20 7.1 3.3 4.0 1.0 <.: 
0·3 10 ...:! 8 12 6.2 1.7 2,6 1.2 

'" 5 'I 10 14 8.6 1 .1 3.7 <1 0 
2 E-< 13 18 9.8 1.4 4.6 <1 I til 

0.4 10 <.: 5 9.4 3.4 2.6 2.5 1.2 , 
0.5 " 

,.,:j 
4 5.9 1 .4 3.1 1.8 1.8 I r"l 

0.6 " 2.9 6.3 1 .1 2.8 1 .5 1 
1.0 " <1 4.6 1 .1 1.6 1 .1 1.0 ! 
2.0 " <1 1.9 <1 <1 <1 <1 

til 

0.1 10 til 48 72 20 10 3.8 2.1 r"l 

5 z 65 127 34 13 5.4 4.8 .... 
2 .... 66 253 49 17 6.7 6.6 H 

0.2 10 E-< 15 33 11 3.6 3.5 2.0 til 

0·3 10 
I;!) 

10 18 6.5 3.1 3.0 1.9 
5 z 16 8.8 4.0 4.3 1.8 
2 H 

19 8.9 6.2 5.5 1.4 A 
0.4 10 <.: 6.7 13 4.0 2.9 2.7 1.2 ~ 0.5 II 

I'il 5.6 8.9 2.0 3.3 2.2 1.8 
0,6 " A 3.9 7.8 1 .1 3.0 1.5 1.7 
1.0 " 0 1.3 4.3 1 .1 1.5 1.1 1.0 

H 
2.0 II til <1 1.9 <1 <1 <1 <1 <.: 

I'Q 

til 

10 til 11 0.1 fiI 7.7 
5 ~ 24 18 
2 "" 27 47 H 

0.2 10 6l 5.7 7.5 
0.3 10 t!l 3.4 4.2 

5 i=1 6.4 4.8 
2 ~ 9.5 4.9 

0.4 10 . 2.7 2.3 
0.5 " ~ 2.3 1.9 
0.6 II 

~ 1.6 1.9 
1.0 II 

8 1 .1 <1 
E-< 
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TABLE 4.2: TYPICAL DUCTILITY FACTORS FOR VARYING TIME INCREMENTS 

Period Damping Time Increment 6t (sec.) 140del Type 
(sec.) (~n ..1 1 m J. 1 ~ 

1 
25b '2ol+i3 8192 

>11 33 1~ 19 20 20 
0.1 10 Degrading 

6.3 11 .1 10.1 10,2 9.8 ~ 0.2 

0.6 10 '"1 21 18 5.2 2.9 2.9 Elasto-plastic 
fh2 3.6 3.6 3.6 4.9 6.3 i3 = 0.1 

0.3 10 
~1 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 Elasto-plastic 
112 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 i3 '" 0.3 

0.3 10 
111 6.1 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 Degrading 
~2 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 i3 = 0.3 

TABLE 4.3: RELATIVE DUCTILITY REQUIREHENTS - BASIC DEGRADING STIFFNESS! 

Period, T 
(sec. ) 

0.1 

0.2 
0.3 

0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
1.0 
2.0 

ELASTO-FLASTIC (l1d!~o) AND MAXIMUlI, DISPLACEHENT RATIO 
ELASTO-PLASTIC!ELASTIC (x !x ) m 0 

Damping Ratio Yield Strength Ratio i3 
0.1 0.2 

A (%) 
fhd!i-"o xm!xo I1d!>1o xm/xo 

10 1.6 1.3 
5 1.8 1.6 
2 1.9 1.8 

10 1.7 1 1.9 
10 1.5 '1 • 2.0 

5 1.8 1.02 
2 2.0 0.91 

10 1.3 1.17 .92 
10 1.5 1.05 .76 
10 1.2 1.06 .85 
10 0.93 1.4 0.94 .99 
10 1.00 1.4 -

0.3 
>1 d!>1 0 xm!Xo 

0.99 2·3 
0.94 
0.96 
0.88 1.6 
1.14 1·3 
1.17 
1 .19 
1.04 1.0 
1.17 .68 
1.00 .76 
1.00 1.0 
-

, 

I 

I 



flexible structures. Results for yield strength ratios of 0.1 and 0 2 

often indicated ductility requirements which, based on the experimental 

results, would be difficult for masonry structures to attain For the 

models with natural periods of 0.3 sec. and less, a yield strength ratio 

of 0.3 proved a minimum for maintaining reasonable ductility requirements. 

Values as low as 0.1 are appropriate only for very flexible structures 

(T 1 sec.). 

For the cases shown in Table 4.3 the ratios of maximum displacement 

in elasto~plastic and elastic systems, x Ix ,indicate that in agreement 
m 0 

with the observations of Veletsos and Newmark( ), the maximum displace-

ments in elasto-plastic structures tend to be reasonably independent of 

their yield strength provided that the maximum ductility factors are 

less than about 6. Thus as an approximation the ductility requirements 

for the elasto-plastic systems of this investigation were expected to 

vary according to the inverse of the yield strength ratio. This was 

confirmed for both elasto-plastic and basic degrading stiffness systems 

which satisfied the proviso regarding ductility limitation. For weaker 

structures the ductility requirements were proportionately much greater. 

Under the extreme conditions represented by the total stiffness degrading 

model, analyses with a yield strength ratio of 0.3 revealed that 

excessively large ductilities are required for the more responsive stiff 

structures. This was particularly so for low damping ratios as in this 

system damping is the main source of energy dissipation. Ductility 

factors from this hypothetical model give upper limits, of essentially 

academic interest, However they are valuable to indicate the necessity 

to produce designs in which this material behaviour does not occur. 

Needless to say, analyses performed on such models with higher eld 

strength ratios (approaching the elastic response limit) indicated more 

reasonable ductility requirements. 

Comparison of and values reveals that ductility 



requirements are normally greater for one direction than the other 

indicating the unsymmetrical nature of the response oscillations. 

'( c. • 

This 

phenomenon, a "biased random walk"j is due to the greater probability of 

later yield excursions occurring in the same direction as the initial 

yield. Such behaviour is most pronounced in the elasto-plastic systems 

For elastic systems deflections in both directions differed by less than 

25% 

The ratio of ductility requirements for basic stiffness degrading and 

elasto-plastic systems; IJ'd/lJ- o , are given in Table 4 3. Values for 

this ratio varied between 0.9 and 1 2 when maximum ductility factors were 

less than 8. As the ductilities increased beyond this value the 

relative ductility requirements of the stiffness degrading systems 

increased but these are not of practical interest. 

Time-history displacement responses for various systems were graphed 

on the X-Y plotter of the University of Canterbury's IBM 1620/1627 system 

Fig. 4.3 shows typical displacement res~onse histories for the 0.3 sec. 

period elastic, elasto-plastic and basic degrading stiffness models 

having yield strength ratios of 0.3 and damping ratios of 0.1. Another 

view of the responses is shown in the force-deflection diagram of 

Fig l~. 4. The times, after initiation of the earthquake, at which 

various points in the diagram were reached are indicated. 

It is evident from Figs. 4 3 and 4.4 that for these stiff structures 

the degrading stiffness system responds more actively than the ordinary 

elasto tic system although maximum displacements are similar. The 

frequency of vibration is reduced by the loss of stiffness follow 

initial yielding but the amplitude of subsequent oscillations is greater 

than for the elasta astic system This contrasts with the behaviour 

of flexible structures (T > 0 5 sec.) as determined by Clough, where the 

initial response for the two cases is almost identical but the loss of 

stiffness resulting from the large yield deformations greatly reduces 
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subsequent response in the de ing system. 

The greater ductil ty requirement for one direction is also evident, 

particularly for the elasto-plastic model. 

It is interesting to consider these results with reference to the 

earthquake's elastic response spectra, Fig. 4.2. The applicability of 

the elastic response spectra has been justifiably extended to include 

certain elasto~plasticstructures which respond as true SDF systmes 

following the observations by Veletsos and Newmark(39) as noted above. 

For any flexible structure whose natural period is greater than that 

corresponding to the maximum response (T > 0 5 sec.), as the stiffness 

degrades causing an increase in the period, the structure becomes less 

responsivB to earthquake excitation. Thus the build-up to the maximum 

response deformation is essentially an elastic phenomenon resulting 

ultimately in oscillations which cause yielding quickly followed by 

response stabilization. 

In the case of stiff structures (T < 0.5 sec.) as the period increases 

with stiffness degradation the structural responsiveness would be expected 

to increase as indicated by the ascending portion of the spectrum. However 

after any yielding has occurred, the degrading stiffness mechanism es 

rise to a hysteresis loop for all cycles of loading and unloading regard-

less of whether yielding takes place in those cycles. This energy 

dissipation compensates for the increased responsiveness and has a 

stabilizing effect which reduces the degree of !!biased random walkll and 

maintains the ductility requirements at a similar level to the elasto-

plastic system. Of course in the elasto astic system hysteretic energy 

losses result only from yielding during that cycle. 

Clough(32 ) showed that even sli t strength degradation could be 

disastrous for stiff structures but for flexible structures negative 

bi-linear characteristics had very little effect. Positive bi-linear 

behaviour had no deleterious effects on either stiff or flexible 

structures 
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Table 4.1 shows the increase in response as the damping ratio 

reduces. This increase is more pronounced for the total degrading 

stiffness system as in this situation viscous damping is the main 

source of energy dissipation. For the elasto astic c:md basic 

degrading stiffness systems having vibration periods of 0.1 and 0 3 sec 

and yield strength ratios of 0.3, the maximum responses were approximately 

doubled when the damping ra tio was reduced from 10?~ to 2?;:;. 

The meaning of the term "damping" must be clarified. It is often 

used loosely to describe "energy dissipation" in general. In systems 

responding elastically this conveys the intended meaning but for non-

linear responses the major form of energy dissipation is in the hysteresis 

loops resulting from the yield excursions. In these inelastic analyses 

"damping" refers specifically to equivalent viscous damping, a convenient 

mathematical idealization to represent energy dissipation by other 

mechanisms. It is probable that even this type of damping will increase 

as the deformation amplitude (and damage) increases in the real structure. 

The value of damping to take for any particular analysis is unknown and 

resource to an lIeducated guess" must be made. Masonry is often claimed 

as having a relatively high degree of inherent material damping. It 

tas been suggested that the mortar joints may provide the source for 

this damping. Values near 10% critical have been obtained from several 

simple "decay-curve" type tests of grouted brick masonry panels in the 

undamaged state(7). 

The above comments are based on the limited dynamic analyses of the 

simplified models subjected to only one earthquake excitation. In 

reality every earthquake causes a unique base excitation which is of 

course very dependent on local foundation conditions. Clough(32 ) 



showed that other less intense earthquake records of different 

characteristics produced similar trends. However, although different 

earthquakes of similar magnitude do not si ficantly affect the 

structural response of flexible structures (T > 1.0 sec ), it is 

contended that short period structures may be more sensitive to the 

earthquake record. Ideally the problem should be approached statisti 

cally i.e. the response of models to a number of excitations should be 

determined and then recommendations be based on these results. For 

elastic response this has been done; the response to the "statistical 

design earthquake!1 is represented by the average smoothed response spectrum. 

4.3.4 

Because yielding may be expected to destroy the elastic mode 

vibration characteristics which form a basis for the mode superposition 

technique, only the method of numerical integration of the equations of 

motion of the masses may be conveniently'extended to determine the non-

linear response of MDF structures; a method mathematically very complex 

and time consuming. Accordingly the performed analyses have been 

confined to SDF systems but it is contended that these results will give 

an indication of the effect of certain parameters on MDF system behavioural 

trends. An exact and complete investigation would constitute a large 

undertaking. 

. (40) 
It has been observed by Penzlen that in MDF elasto-plastic 

systems damping causes considerable reduction in the relative contribution 

of the hi r modes to the total maximum response i.e. the energy of the 

high frequency vibration is more readily absorbed by material damping and 

may be neglected. Also Veletsos and Vann(41) have noted that for a MDF 

system yield has an additional major effect over that of the SDP 

system; it modifies the system's apparent mode of vibration so as to 

increase the participation of the fundamental mode response. Thus the 
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contribution of the higher modes may be deemed insignificant and so the 

SDF system is seen to give a good approximation. Further, by applying 

the response spectrum-normal mode approach it is apparent that the 

fundamental mode response will be an even more major proportion of the 

total for stiff structures thgn is the case for flexible MDF elasto-

plastic structures. Justification for use of this approach is arrived 

at implicitly from the conclusions of Veletsos and Newmark(39) and 

(41) 
Veletsos and Vann • The latter found that for elasto-plastic models 

similar relationships exist for SDF and MDF systems when applying elastic 

responses to obtain inelastic responses but the argument is purely 

conjectural when applied to other non-linear models. Comparison between 

responses for elasto-plastic and degrading stiffness SDF and MDF systems 

should be made to ascertain tlLe applicability of the results observed in 

this investigation to the MDF system. 

The non-linear response cf MDF systems has been formulated for 

t . It· . t· th d by p. tl ( 42) . th compu er manlpu a lon uSlng rna rlX me 0 s; rles ey ln e case 

of cantilevers and Walpole(3
0

) in the case of elasto-plastic framed 

structures. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The dynamic response analyses have shown that stiff structures (a 

category to which most load be3ring masonry structures belong) are more 

responsive to earthquake exci ta.tion than flexible structures. Although 

response is more acti ve for thl~ basic degrading stiffness model the 

ductility requirements are similar to those of the otherwise equivalent 

elasto-plastic model provided ductilities are less than about 6. The 

ductility requirements of the total degrading stiffness models are 

considerably larger. The implication of these results is that such stiff 

structures inherently are more susceptible to seismic excitation. This 

chapter forms an introduction to chapter 6 where the significance of these 

results on design procedure are discussed. 



Because steel yield stresses and concrete ultimate compressive 

stresses are known ,43,44) to increase as the straining rate 

increases. it has been customary to assume that results from static 

tests of structural components using these materials will provide a 

conservative basis for use in the seismic situation. Tests of 

. (45) 
relnforced concrete beams at rapid strain rates have indicated 

that these material effects are re ected in corresponding increases 

in the beam yield moments. However, this assumption is questioned 

as the material strain-rate endent properties are necessarily based 

on monotonic loading whereas cyclic loading prevails in the seismic 

situation. Also other factors are lik~ly to affect the dynamic 

behaviour of a composite material such as reinforced masonry or 

reinforced concrete. 

The lack of experimental work concerned with dynamic cyclic 

loading of structural components was the motivation for this test 

programme. The prime objective was to determine the effect of dynamic 

cyclic loading on the stiffness degradation and load deterioration 

properties of reinforced brick walls. Four walls were tested allowing 

a direct comparison with results from the similar statically tested 

5 2 LS 

Details of the four brick walls are summarised in Table 5~1o 

Wall elevations are shown with the respective load-deflection plots 

in Figs. 5 1 and 5.2. Construction procedures and brick, mortar and 
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TABLE 5.1: DYNAMIC TEST WAI,L DETAILS 

Nominal 
~ertic~l (1) Reinforcing 

Be ·i 
Designa= Height Length Aspect Stress 

tion Ratio 
Re~nforclng (%)(2) 

(psi) 

1 3' 11" 31~811 1 4/~11 bars 0~24 0 
uniformly 
distributed 

2 3' 11" 3' II . 1 II 0.24 1 

B1 3' ~ 1111 2'-2" 2 2/~1I bars on 0.20 
periphery 

B2 3' 11" 2'-2" 2 II 0.20 0 

(1) All reinforcing bars are deformed mild steel. 

(2) Based on gross horizontal section~ 

TABLE 5 2: DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS 

Wall 
Area Average Theoretical Average Experimental 

(in2 ) Yield Load (kip) Maximum Load (kip) 

1 176 11.8 12.0 

2 176 22.0 21.0 

B1 104 10 1 (12.0)* 13.0 

B2 104 3.4 ( 5.2)* 4.8 

* Theoretical ultimate load 
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grout properties were nominally the same as those used in the static 

test series described in section 2 2. The reinforcing, mild steel 

deformed bars, had respective yield and ultimate stresses of 

60 000 + 5000 psi and 90,000 ± 9000 psi. 

5 2.2 

Testing was undertaken using the MTS Model 904.09 closed~loop 

electrohydraulic structural loading system at N.Z. Pottery and Ceramics 

Research Association (Inc.), Lower Hutt. A block diagram of the 

Ifclosed~loop!l, Fig. 5.3, shows the continuous path of interacting 

elements. Model numbers and details may be found in the operator's 

manual. The main system components are:-

a hydraulic power supply providing an output flow capacity 

of 20 gpm (75 litres per min.) at 3000 psi, 

a hydraulic actuator (servoram) of 100 kip load capacity, 

double-acting with a piston travel of 611
, 

a 20 gpm capacity servovalve which controls the hydraulic 

actuator by opening or closing in response to a control signal from 

the servo controller, 

a transducer to provide a feedback signal to the servo controller 

(comparator) • 

The load-cell transducer of this closed-loop system was replaced 

with a displacement transducer to allow deflection control of the test 

specimen. The transducer was an Instron electrical resistance strain 

gauge extensometer mounted midway on the wall top. Like the load-cell 

it was a 4-arm strain bridge circuit and was calibrated so that the test 

sequences could be automatically programmede 

the servo controller in which the command signal representi 

desired quantity of the controlled variable and the feedback signal 

representing the actual quantity of this variable are compared. Thei 
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difference is the control signal applied to the servovalve which 

reduces this difference to zero so that the loop becomes balanced. 

The auxiliary electronic equipment included: 

(i) an oscillator which provided the command signal to the 

em. In these tests, a sine wave function whose 

amplitude and frequency were preselected was chosen~ 

(ii) a counter panel used to control the number of cycles 

programmed, 

and 

(iii) a 6~channel recorder which provided a check on the feed-

back signal. 

The hydraulic pumping capability and servovalve flow capacity 

limit the system performance so that as the cyclic frequency is 

increased, the attainable displacement amplitudes are reduced accord 

, (46) 
to the relationship as developed by Dawson : 

x VP) 
- 2KA 

where X ;;::: sinusoidal double amplitude displacement 

Q servovalve flow capacity 

f = frequency of cyclic motion 

A hydraulic piston area 

V :;;; volume of hydraulic fluid 

K :;;: bulk modulus of the fluid 

P operating pressure of the fluid 

The second term of the expression is a small constant (less than 0~1i1) 

to account for the fluid compressibility_ The constraint provides s 

severe limitation on the system capability and for sinusoidal double 

amplitude displacements of 0.5" and 2" th~ maximum attainable frequenci 

were approximately 1 hertz and 0.3 hertz respectively. All test 

sequences were with frequencies of 1 hertz and less Had facilities 
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been available, the 0 intention of conducting the tests at a 

cyclic frequency of 5 hertz would have been preferred. 

These were the first dynamic tests with this particular equipment 

and many difficulties were encountered due to unfamiliarity with the 

equipment and technique~ compounded by working in foreign 

5 23 

e test set-up is shown in Fig 55(a). The actuator was 

mounted between the rigid reaction frame and the test specimen which 

was fixed to the steel base. 

rotation in both directions. 

Swivel foots, front and rear, allowed 

The test panel was restrained to move 

in its planar direction by means of the laterally supported rollers 

acting on the load-distributing beam. The MTS actuator is a doubl 

acting hydraulic ram and compressive and tensile loads were applied 

to the wall by means of 4 1~" diameter loading bolts which connected 

the plastered~down bearing plates at each end of the 8" wide by 10" 

high reinforced concrete load-distributing beam. In this respect the 

horizontal load application differed slightly from the method used in 

the static tests where compressive loads only were used. 

An alternative to the method used for bearing load application in 

the static test series was devised, the prime reason being unavailability 

of hydraulic pumping facilities at the location of these tests. Also, 

response of the system containing a large number of hydraulic fittings 

may have been unsatisfactory for th~ dynamic test sequences intended, 

i.e. flow restrictions may have prevented the maintenance of a constant 

load. 

Load was applied to the wall, Fig. 5.5(b), by screwing down two 

steel cross beams onto the load~distributing beam through a rocker~ 

roller system which allowed unrestrained movement. The two sets of 

loading baltsj secured to the floor, were strain gauged and calibrated 



(a) 

( b) 

Fig. 5.5 : Dl'NAtvtlC TEST SET-UP 
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to enable load measurement. Elastomer bearing pads inserted between 

the cross beam and holding nuts of the loading bolts allowed vertical 

movement of the system while maintaining the load within acceptable 

limits. Each pad consisted of 10 5" square blocks of 1" sheet red 

rubber (Shore hardness of 50) glued together with Expandite shor tack 

contact adhesive and interspersed with 1/16'1 metal plates every second 

block A hole was drilled down the centre so the pad could be threaded 

over the loading bolts. The load-deflection relation for a camp 

pad, Fig. 5 4, indicated that for the bolt loads of 5.5 kip and 6. 

on brick walls 2 and B1 respectively, superimposed cyclic deflection 

of + 0.25" would introduce deviations from the mean bearing load of 

about 12%" 

An alternative investigated was a constant-effort support which 

was capable of applying a relatively constant force at any displacement 

within its useful operating range. It consisted of a spring actuated 

through a lever system which was so arranged that the rising characteristi 

of the spring load-displacement was compensated for by a reduced force 

component due to the changing geometry of the mechanism. This s;ys em 

was capable of maintaining its design load to within 1% for a displacement 

range of ± 1". However the method using elastomer bearing pads was 

preferred as its cost was approximately 10% that of the alternative. 

In dynamic tests of the type undertaken here continuous recording 

is essential, preferably with some independent checks. As the cycli 

frequencies did not exceed 1 hertz a continuous plot of load-deflect 

was obtained directly using a Hewlett Packard Model 7035B X-Y plot 

Load input was from the load-cell fitted between the actuator and 

beam and the feedback signal from the Iostran extensometer of the closed-

loop provided the di ement input. Had greater ies at 

re red displacements been possible it was intended to record the t 



signals on at a high speed and 

recorder at a low speed 

Wall profile deflections were obtained from Hewlett-Packard 

Model 24DCDT-3000 LVDT displacement transducers mounted at the 

middle and bDttom of one wall end. The output from these was di 

recorded on a 6-channel Kyowa RMS 11APT Rapet oscillograph. 

As the observation time was limited, the sequences of test even 

were recorded on cine-film. 

A check of the feedback signal showing the actual test sequence~ 

was available from the console recorder. 

5·3 

Table 5.3 giving the maximum loads as obtained by theory (see 

section 2.3.2) and experiment indicates that the theoretical pre-

dictions were sufficiently accurate There was no indication of an 

increase in the steel yield strength with dynamic loading. 

Of more interest are the wall load-deflection relations for 

several cycles which are shown Figs. 5.1 and 5 2. The first 

in each sequence Was often not of the full amplitude because of a nOD

zero initial command signal. 

Generally, those walls that showed a high degree of deterioratioD 

in the static testing, namely 1, 2 and B1, appeared to behave in a 

similar manner under dynamic conditions. In the one case, B3, where 

a ductile non-deteriorating behaviour prevailed under static conditions 

the same was not true of the comparable dynamic situation, B2. 

Brick wall 1 of the static as underwent 11 cycles at a di 

ment of + 0.40", Fig. 2.3. The equivalent wall of the dynamic se 

Fig. 5.1, was subjected to 22 cycles at a frequency of 1 hertz and a 

displacement amplitude of + 0.31" (sequence A). Unlike the static 

test the yield point and yield plateau were not distinct in the io 
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test, the vi n load-deflection relation being smoothly curved 'I'he 

severe load deterioration between the first and second positive cycles 

in the static case, attributable to lack of grout in the reaction 

corner, was not evident in the dynamic situation. Here progress 

but slow stiffness degradation and load deterioration occurred with 

each subsequent cycle until after about 10 cycles when the behaviour 

was relatively stable. On ng the deformation to ! 0 38" 

(sequence B) further stiffness degradation occurred but a stable 

deflection relation was established similar to the static situation. 

On the final statically applied loading a load capacity of 10 kip 

maintained up to 1" deflection. 

Brick wall 2 in both the static and dynamic as supported a 

bearing load of 125 psi. In the dynamic case, Fig. 5.1, the wall was 

subjected to 20 cycles at a frequency of 1 hertz and a displacement 0 

! 0@25" (sequence A). Very little load deterioration or stiffness 

degradation occurred after that between the first and second cycles. 

However, in sequence B when the displacement amplitude was increased to 

~ 0058" at a frequency of 0.5 hertz, severe load deterioration and 

corresponding stiffness degradation occurred. After 5 such cycles the 

horizontal load~carrying capacity was reduced from 20 kip to approximate 

5 kip. Wall 2 of the static series was initially cycled at ! 0052" and 

the initial load-carrying capacity of 20 kip was reduced to 9 kip on the 

second cycle. Comparison of results for these two specimens waS 

difficult because of the different displacement amplitudes. the 

static case the initial severe diagonal cracking and crushing in the 

reaction corner occurred when the displacement reached 0.40" and thi 

caused the subsequent load-deterioration 

The B1 walls of aspect ratio two, supporting bearing loads f 

250 psi; also behaved similarly in the dynamic and static situation 

In the dynamic case, 502, the wall waS subjected to 5 cycles at 



O~5 hertz and + O. displacement in sequence A compared with 3 cycles 

at ± O.50 1f in the static series. In both cases the load capacity was 

maintained although minor stiffness degradation occurred. On inc 

the displacement amplitude to + 0.62" (sequence B) and ± 0 70" in the 

dynamic and static situations respectively, mild deterioration 0 curred 

for both cases. Sequence C, a further 6 cycles at 0.3 hertz and 0 

displacement resulted in rapid deterioration, the load capaci in one 

direction falling from the maximum of 12.5 kip to 4 kip. In th~ 

test there were no cycles at ± 0.90 11 displacement to allow comparison 

with the dynamic test. 

The most interesting result Was the dynamic behaviour of wall B2 

which supported no bearing load, Fig. 5.2. This was the most flexural 

situation and according to static test results a satisfactory cyclic 

behaviour was expected. However severe stiffness degradation and load 

deterioration were evident. This wall may be compared .ith the most 

flexural situation in the static series, wall B3, Fig. 2.10, which 

supported a bearing load of 125 psi and was subjected to 3 cycles at a 

displacement of .± 0-35", 2 cycles at ± 0.65" and 1 cycle at + O. 

followed by the final monotonic application of load to 3". For the 

dynamic test, sequence A of 3 cycles at a frequency of 0.5 hertz and 

a displacement of ± 0.40 11 showed stiffness degradation progressi 

more severe than the basic stiffness degradation model of chapter 4 

whereas in the static situation only minor stiffness degradation 

occurred between the first and second cycle and thereafter stable 

behaviour prevailed Sequence B of 4 cycles at 0 5 hertz and + 0 

showed that further stiffness d on took place while the load 

capacity reduced from 4.5 kip to 2.5 kip in 3 cycles. This trend 

ng 

continued in sequence C .. 6 cycles at 0.3 hertz and + 0.90". Overal the 

behaviour of B3 under static conditions was far more stable than the 

comparable dynamically tested wall whose load=deflection characteristics 



resembled more clo those of the total stiffness degradation model 

described in chapter 4 than the basic one. 

reference to the failure mechanisms 

This can be 

Whereas a flexural action prevailed throughout the static t at 

for later cycles in the dynamic situation the wall deflected by 81 

with 

along the mortar bed above the second course, Fig. 5 5(a) This was 

clearly evident from the cine-film. Flexural action was not pOBsibl 

as dislodgement of the products of material disintegration and 1 

at the corner. due mainly to wall motion, prevented compressive fa 

being developed in this region and also allowed buckling and 

the reinforcing steel. Thus the contribution of the compression zone 

and dowel action to the shear resistance was negligible. As the 

must then rely on "aggregate interlock" for shear resistance, bearing 

load may have been beneficial so the comparison of these two walls may 

not be as favourable to the dynamic situation as at first thought. 

It is suggested that effective confinement of the reaction corner 

material, possibl~ difficult to achieve, would prevent this undesirable 

behaviour. Also, as a steel couple is a very effective seismic 

resisting element, prevention of steel buckling should be a satisfac 

solution to the problem. 

No attempt has been made to determine the effect on the wall 

behaviour of excitation frequency which did not exceed 1 hertz in this 

se s of tests. 

Results from the profile deflections offer little revealing 

information. They confirm the observed sliding action that has be 

discussed and indicate a slight increase in the proportion of shear 

deformation as the wall cracking progresses with cycling. Because 

sliding becomes a predominant action in the supposedly "flexural " 11 

further analysis of the profile deflections is unwarranted and 

misleading. 
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Of the four walls tested, the three that showed a high e of 

structural deterioration in the static tests behaved similarly under 

dynamic conditions. However for the IIflexural" brick wall dynami 

testing revealed that in contrast to the satisfactory ductile behavi 

of the comparable wall tested statically, a severe but unexpected 10SB 

of structural capability occurred with load repetition. 

This has lead to the belief that, contrary to normally ace ad 

opinion, cyclic static test results may be inappropriate for use as a 

conservative basis for seismic design with reinforced brick masonry. 

The tests have been confined to in~plane loading of the wall and it 

is conceivable that in the real seismic situation additional transverse 

and vertical ground accelerations will promote an even more deleterious 

behaviour by facilitat further dislodgement of fragmented material. 

The results suggest that futUre research aimed at 

(i) confining the reaction corner material of reinforced 

brick panels, and/or 

(ii) providing an effective moment~resisting couple by 

preventing the steel buckl 

may prove rewarding. The effect of excitation characteristics, such as 

frequency and wave-form, should also be investigated. 

Although testing has been restricted to brick masonry it is obvious 

that similar doubts must st about the dynamic behaviour of concrete 

masonry and possibly, to a lesser extent, reinforced concrete. 

Investigation of both these would be desirable. 



Results from the cyclic tests have indicated that it should 

be possible to design reinforced masonry shear walls so that ductile 

behaviour is achieved. Low bearing load, light reinforcing and high 

aspect ratio all enhance the prospect of such behaviour. All of the 

walls tested revealed stiffness degradation but with the least being 

shown by the ductile walls. 

Compression tests of prisms indicated that attempts to retard the 

onset of material failure, and thus extend the ductility capabilities, 

by reinforcing the mortar joints were ineffective. 

Inelastic response analyses have shown that stiff structures, a 

category to which most load bearing masonry structures of seismic regions 

belong, are more susceptible to earthquakes than flexible structures. 

The ductility requirement for any such structure exhibiting a basi 

degrading stiffness property will be similar to that for the equivalent 

elasto-plastic system provided ductility factors are maintained below 

about 6. 

Dynamic testing of a predominantly flexural brick wall revealed 

that in contrast to the satisfactory ductile behaviour of the equivalent 

wall tested statically, an unexpected but Severe 10s6 of structural 

capability occurred with load repetition This confirms the doubts 

about the practice of applying results from static tests to a dynamic 

situation. For the walls where shear effects dominated, the static 

and dynamic behaviours were similar. It is suggested that attempts 

either confine the reaction corner material or prevent buckling of the 

compression steel may alleviate the problem observed in the dynamic test 
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of the flexural wall 

The implication of these findings is now discussed with reference 

to seismic design. 

Current seismic d philosophy suggests that the es 

associated with large earthquakes should preferably be dissipated by 

inelastic deformations. The structure should be de sf to withstand 

limoderate ll earthquakes without major structural and should also 

be capable of withstanding a "severe" earthquake without total collapse 

A ductile structure fulfils this dual role very efficiently and such a 

condition is normally obtained by ensuring a flexural-type failure with 

tensile yielding of steel. 

For ductile behaviour it is appropriate to use code prescribed loads 

and design the wall as a vertical beam by an ultimate strength method 

similar to that used in reinforced concrete. The prime object is to 

ensure that the comparatively low shear strengths of masonry are not 

exceeded. This aim can be fulfilled by limiting the amount of flexural 

reinforcing steel in the structural element so that the forces associated 

with the element's flexural strength do not exceed its shear strength. 

Excess flexural steel may prove disastrous as a potentially ductile 

situation becomes a potentially brittle one. This is analagous to the 

restriction of steel content in reinforced concrete flexural members to 

avoid primary flexural compression failures. It is assumed that a 

nominal amount of reinforcing is present to provide adequate structural 

integrity. Of course for ductile behaviour the wall geometries must 

be of such proportion that sufficient post-elastic deformation can occur 

without shear distortion becoming excessive, initiating shear failure. 

In the tests true flexural behaviour with large ductility was unattainable 

in walls of aspect ratio one or less. However it is conceivabl that 

walls in this geometric range which show apparent ductility (shear 

displacement at constant load) may still be capable of di ng 
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earthquake energy by inelastic deformation. Further, the ane 

lateral strength of such walls is normally very high, possibly relieving 

the need for ducti ty 

If a sufficient ductile behaviour cannot be confidently predicted? 

and it appears that at present this would 

to a working stress design method must be made. 

be the case, resort 

This method consists 

of designing a structure so that the stresses to cause material damage 

are not exceeded when the structure is subjected to the prescribed 

loading. For stiff masonry structures this method as currently 

practised, is irrational. Because no ductility can be assumed the 

structure must be desi to withstand the real forces associated with 

the design These may be several times the code specified 

values which have satisfactory design loads for ductile framed 

structures Lack of appreciation of this fact has lead to the mistaken 

belief that there is an inherent weakness in masonry under seismic 

conditions whereas in fact the earthquake forces which must be resisted 

by this type of structure have been sadly underestimated The same 

argument applies to stiff reinforced concrete shear walls. Factors of 

safety in code specified allowable stresses have often compensated for 

underestimated loads but the merit of a more rational design approach 

cannot be 0 zed. 

Thus although the static tests have shown encouraging results with 

regard to the attainment of ductili , until the structural deterioration 

revealed in the dynamic test is prevented it is suggested that for 

seismic design using reinforced masonry the working stress approach 

shOUld be retained 
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C T~IS PRCGRAM CALCULATES T~E SEIS~IC RESPCNSE 
C [F a SCF ELASTIC SYSTE~ 

C LA~GuaGE-FORTR8N Iv F~R IB~ 3tC/44 

CI~Ef\SIC" A!25C),T(25'J),Xf31CCI 
READ 3co,e,NCAPC 

3:0 F[R1'ATfF6.3, 19) 
f\:PCINT=4*NCARO 
NX=l 
DC 4 1 I,NPOINT,4 
REAC lCl,~C, (T(I+K-ll,AII+K-1l,i<=1,4J,NR 

1(;1 FCPJIIAT! 13,41 F,3.4, F9.61, 14) 
IF(~C.~E.~Xl GC TC 7 

4 N~=~C"'l 
I~T l02,NR,NCBRC,TINPCINTJ 

lC2 FCR~AT('OEARTHQLAKe RECCRe NQ-'I4/ 
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IG~ FCR~AT('OCAMP='FI0.3/ 

1 'OPERICO='f1G.3'SECS.'/ 
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3 'DB;' Fe. 3/l 

DC 1:1,31;:)0 
8 X(Il=O.C 
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II 
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Dv=~C*CT+DAC*CT/2. 
nx=v·CT+AC*OT*OT/2.+CAC=OT~CT/c. 
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C 
C 
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T~IS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SEISMIC RESPONSE 
OF A SDF ELASTO-PLbST!C SYSTE~ 
LA~GUAGE-fORTRAN IV FOR IR~ 360/44 

***************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,V,AC.U,UN,CFn,DM,DF,DAC,CV,DX,DT 
Dt~ENSICN AI250I,TI2501,YI16CC) 
READ 30D,B,NCARD 

300 FCR~ATIF6.3, IS) 
NPCPH~4*NCARD 
NX~l 

00 4 1=1,NPOINT,4 
READ 101,NC,ITII+K-ll.AII+K-1),K=1,4),NR 

101 FORt'AT! 13,41 F9.4,F9.6), [41 
IFINC.NE.NXI GO TO 7 

4 NX=NC+l 
PRI~T 102,NR,NCARO.TINPOr~TI 

1C2 FOR~ATI'OEARTHQUAKE RECORD NO=' 14/ 
1 'OF!RST' !4'CARDS' I 
2 'OFIRST'F8.4'SECS.'/1 

1~9 READ 200,DAMP,TX,OT 
200 FORrATI2FIO.3,F11.1SJ 

PR1NT lOQ,OAMP,TX,OT,B 
100 FCR~AT('OOAMP='FIO.31 

1 'OPERIOD='F10.3'SECS.'1 
2 'OOT='F10.8'SECS.'1 
3 'OB='F6.31l 

IF!TX.EC.O.OI GO TO 500 
DO 8 !=1,1600 

8 Y (I =0.0 
012=07*OT 
TX2=TX*Tl( 
Cl=6.28*OAMP/TX*OT 
C2=o.S8/TX2*OT2 
Vy=e*386 
STF;39.SITX2 
XYD=VY/STF 
PRINT 104,)('1'0 

104 F[R~AT('OYIELO DISPLACE~fNT :'F1S.3'INS.'/1 
PRINT 105 

105 FCR~AT('O TI~E SEC 
1 

VYQ= V 'P" V V 
O1'=1.0+C1+[2 
OB=lZ.57*OAMP/TX*OT 
OC=STF*OT 
DO=STF*PT2I2. 
TIME=O. 
U=A 1 
X=O. 
V=C. 
AC=-U*386.0 
J=l 
1=1 
NI:II'=O 
KI<=1 
1<0=1 
CYPN=-XVO 
C\,pp=XVO 

AC v X IN' 

GC TO 23 
T r ~E=T1 ME+DT 
IF(Tlt'E-T(J+lJl3,3,2 

2 J=J+l 
3 IFtTIJ1.EQ.TIJ+IIIJ=J+1 

UN = IT I IV E - T( J I *! A ! J I-A ( J+ 11 II (T ( J 1 - T J + 11 I .. 1\ ( J I 
OFO=(U-UNI*386.0 
U=UN 
GO TO 124,251,KO 

24 0l"=1.0+C1+C2 
OF=OFO-DB*AC-OC*V-OO*AC 
GC TO 26 

25 0"=1.+C1 
DF=OFG-OB*AC 

26 OAC=DF/OM 
OV=AC*OT+OAC*OT/2. 
OX=V*OT+AC*OT*OT/2.+0AC*OT*CT/c. 
AC=AC+CAC 
V=V+OV 
X=X+OX 
OPF=PF 
GC TO !50.801,KD 

50 GO TO !Sl,52.531,KK 
51 )(REL"X 

GO TO 60 
52 XREl=)(-XMAX+)(YO 

GO TO 60 
53 XREL=X-XMAX-XYO 
60 PF=STF*XREl 

PFQ"PF*PF 
IF(PFQ.LE.VYQl GO TC 23 
KO"2 
OOT"'OT 
OOB"OB 
OC1=C1 
OUfI'E=T!ME 
OP=PF-OPF 
V'I'=B*386 
[F(PF.LT.O.IVV=-VV 
FR=! VY-CPF) lOP 
X=X-DX+FR*OX 
T ME=TI~E-OT+FR*DT 
AC=AC-DAC+FR*OAC 
V=V-OV+FR*OV 
PRINT 103,TIME,U,AC,V,X,PF 

lC3 FOR~AT!2IFIO.6,ZX),FIO.2.2X,FIO.4,2X;F9.4,F8.2) 
FFR=l.O-FR 
DT=FFR*DT 
Cl=Cl"'FFR 
DB"OB"'FFR 
OFO"DFO*FFR 
T!~E=CTIME 

91 NU"'=NU~+ 1 
IFIDX,GT.O.OIGO TO 70 
YLN=)( 
KK=3 
00X=-1.0 
GO TO 2=-

70 YLP=X 
KK=2 

-' o 
N 



OOX=l.O 
GC TO 25 

80 QX=CDX*OX 
DT=ODT 
C1=OC1 
DB=ODB 
OOX=OX 
IFICX.GT.OIGO TC 23 
XMAX=X-DX 
GO TO (23,71 ,121 ,1<1< 

71 !FI)(MAX.GT.CYPP) CYPP=XMAX 
GO TO 108 

72 IFIXMAX.LT.CYPNI CYPN=XMAX 
108 CONTlNl.E 

KC"l 
V=V-DV 
AC=IIC-OAC 
GC TO 24 

23 CONTI NliE 
R=TIMEII8.0*DTI 
NR=R 
IFIR-NR)223,209,223 

209 VI I I=X 
1"1+1 

223 IF(TIME-12.11,7,7 
7 CONTI NUE 

PRl~T 103,TIME.U,AC,V,X,PF 
OUC1=CVPP/XYD 
DUC2=CYPN/XYD 
PRINT l07,CYPP,CYPN,DUCl,DUC2 

107 FOR~AT('OCYPP=·F8.41 
1 'OCYPN='F8.41 
2 'ODUCl-'F8.31 
3 'ODUC2.'F8.,!) 

GO TO 199 
500 CONTI NI..:E 

El\D 



c ***************************************************** 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SEISMIC RESPONSE 
C OF A SDF RASIC STIfFNESS DEGRADING SYSTEM 
C lANGUAGE-FORTRAN IV fOR IBM 360/44 
C ****$*****************~********~************$******** 

DOUBLE PRECISION X,V,AC,U,UN,DFO,DM.DF.OAC,DV,DX.OT 
DIMENSION A!2501,T(2501,V(16001 
READ 3QJ,B,~CARO 

300 FORMATIF6.3.i81 
NPOHH"'4*NCil.RD 
NX"'1 
00 4 I=1,NPOINT,4 
READ lOl.NC,ITII+K-1'.AII+K-11,K=1,4I,NR 

101 FORMAT(I3,4iF8*4,F9.61,141 
IFINC.NE.NXI GO TO 1 

4 NX=NC+l 
PRINT l02,NR,NCARD,TINPOINTI 

102 FORMATI'OEARTHQUAKE RECORD 1'10='141 
1 'OF IRS 1'14' CARDS 'I 
2 OFIRST'FS.4'SECS.'/1 

199 READ 200,OAMP,TX.OT 
200 FORMATI2FIO.3.F17.1S) 

PRINT lOO,DAMP.TX,OJ,B 
100 FORMATI·ODAMP='flO.31 

• 'OPERIDD='FIO.3'SECS.'1 
2 'QOT='FIO.8'SECS.'! 
3 'OB='F6.3!I 

IF TX.EQ.O.Oi GO TO 500 
DO 8 1=I,leOO 

8 VIU=O.O 
1)(2:1X*T)( 
Cl=6.2S*OAMP/TX~DT 

IIY=B*386 
SiF=39.5/TX2 
)(YO=\lY/STF 
PRINT l04,XYi) 

104 FORMATI'OVIELO DiSPLACEMENT ='F15.S'INS.'/1 
PRINT 105 

105 FORMATI'O TIME SEC U AC 
PF' ) 

VYQ=VV*Vv 
DB=12.51*OAMP/T)(*DT 
TIME=O. 
U=A III 
X=O. 
V=O. 
AC=-U*36b.O 
J=l 

=1 
NUMali 
t(O=l 
KKzl 
PF.:O. 
0)(=0. 
CVPP=XVD 
CVPN=-XYO 
ODT=Df 
008=08 
DC l=C 1 

051F=S1F 
GO TO 23 

1 HME=TIME+OT 
IFITIME-fIJ+I') 3,3.2 

2 J=J+l 
3 IFITIJI.EQ.1IJ+11IJ=J+1 

UN=ITIME-TIJII*(AIJI-AIJ+l I!TIJ!-TIJ+l +AIJI 
OFO=IU-UNI*386.0 
U=UN 
GO TO I lSl,KD 

24 OH=1.O+Cl+STF*OT*OT/6. 
OF=OFO-OS*AC-STF*IV*OT+AC*DT*OT/2.1 
GO TO 26 

25 OM='1.+C1 
Of=OFQ-OB*AC 

26 OAC"'OF/DM 
DV=AC*OT+OAC*OT/2. 
00)(=0)( 
OX:V*DT+AC*OT*OT/Z.+DAC*OT*OTlb. 
AC=AC+DAC 
V:'I+DII 
)(")(+DX 
OPF=PF 
GO TO (50,BOI,KD 

50 GO TO 151.52,53I,KK 
51 XREl=X 

GO TO 60 
52 XREl=X-XIIliP 

GO TO 60 
53 XREl=X-XINN 
60 .PF=STf*XREl 

PFQ=Pf*PF 
XPF=OPF*PF 
IfIXPF.GE.O.OI GO TO b8 
IFIKK.EQ.11 GO TO bS 
IFIKK.EQ.3) GO TO 19 
STF=VVI I XI lliP-CVPI\I I 
GO TO 68 

19 STF=VV/ICVPP-XINNI 
X iN 66 IF(PFQ.lE.VVQI GO TO BO 

KD=2 
OTIME=HME 
OP=PF-OPF 
VV"B*366 
IFIPF.lT.O.1 \lV=-VV 
FR=(VV-OPFI/DP 
X=)(-DX+FR*DX 
TIME=TiME-OT+FR*DT 
AC=AC-DAC+FR*OAC 
1I=1I-0V+FR*DII 
PF=VV 
PRINT l03,TIME.U,AC,V,X,PF 

103 FORMATI2IF10.b,2xl,F10.2,ZX,F10.4.2K,F9.4,F8.2J 
FFR"'l.O-FR 
DT:FFR*OT 
Cl=Cl*FFR 
OB"OB*FFR 
OFO=OFO$FFR 
TlfoIE=OTHME 

91 NUf'l:NU,.,+l 



XF!DX.GT.O.OI GO TO 10 
VlN=)( 
KI(=3 
GO TO 25 

10 YLP=)( 
KK=2 
GO TO 25 

60 QX=OOX"'DX 
IFIKO.EQ.ll GO TO 81 
01=001 
Cl=OCl 
DB=ODB 

81 IFIQ)(.GE.O.1 GO TO 23 
XMAX=X-OX 
STF=OSTf 
GO TO 141,421,1<0 

41 VLP=O.O 
KK=3 
IfIPf.GT.O.Oi KK=2 
PROO=Pf*VY 
!FINUM.EQ.OI KK=l 
IFINUM.EQ.OI GO TO 23 
IfIPROD.GT.O.O GO TO 43 
VY=-Vy 

43 PFOX"Pf*DX 
IFIPFOX.lT.O.O) GO TO 42 
IfIKK.EQ.Z) GO TO 402 

401 STF=!VY-PFl/iCVPN~XMAXI 
XINN=XMAX-PF ISH 
GO TO 73 

402 STF=!VY-PFI/ICVPP-XMAX! 
XINP=XMAX-PF/STf 
GO TO 73 

42 GO TO 123.71,121,I(K 
11 IFIXMAX.GT.CVPPI CVPP=XMAX 

XINP=XMAX-PFfVV*XYO 
GO TO 73 

72 IFIXMAX.lT.CVPNI CVPN=XMAX 
XINN=XMAX+PF/VV*XYO 

13 CONTINUE 
KO:l 
\/:\/-0\1 
AC"'AC-OAC 
'1'1':8"'386.0 
GO TO 24 

23 CONTINUE 
R=T1MEI i 6. O>oOT I 
NR=R 
IFIR-NR)223.209.223 

209 '1'111=)( 
!=1+1 
PRiNT 103,TI ,\I,X,PF 

223 IFITIME-12.11 
7 CONTINUE 

OUC1=CYPP/XYD 
DUC2=cvPN/XVO 
PRINT 107 CYPP,CVPN.DUC1,OUC2 

101 FORMATI OCYPP='F8.4f 
'OCVPN=' F!h41 

2: 'oout 1=' fB. 31 

3 'ODUC2='F8.3/1 
GO TO 199 

500 CONTI NUE 
END 



C #*~*****************~*****~****~**~*~**~********~**** 
C THIS PROG~AM CALCULATES THE SEISMIC REspn~SE 
C OF ~ SDF TOTAL STIFFNESS DEGRAOING SYSTEM 
C LANGLAGE-FORTRAN IV FOR IB~ 360/44 
C ***************************************************** 

DOU8lE PRECISION X,V,AC.U,UN.CFO,DM,OF,OAC,QV,DX,QT 
OI~ENSICN A!250J,T(250),YI310C} 
READ 300,B,NCARD 

300 FCR~AT(F6.3, ISJ 
NPOINT=4*NCARO 
NX=l 
00 4 1=1,NPOINT,4 
REIID lOI,NC, IT I+I<-ll,A{ I+K-1I,K=1.4) ,NR 

101 FOR~AT(13,4(f8.4,F9.6J.141 
IF{~C.NE.NXI GO TO 7 

4 ~jX=NC"l 

PRINT 102.NR,NCARD,T(NPOINTJ 
102 FCA~ATI'OEARTHQUAKE RECORD NO= I'll 

1 'OFIRST'I4'CAROS'/ 
2 'OFIRST'F8.4'SECS.'11 

199 RE~O 200,OAMP,TX,OT 
200 FORVAT!2F10.3,F17.151 

PRINT 100,DA~P,TX,OT,B 

100 FCR~AT{'ODAMP='FIO.31 
1 OPERIOD='FIO.3'SECS.'1 
2 '00T='FIO.8'SECS.'1 
3 'OA='F6.3/) 

IF(TX.EO.O.OI GO TO 500 
00 8 1=1,3100 

8 Y i I =0.0 
TX2=TX*TX 
Cl=6.28*OAMP/TX*OT 
VV=B*386 
STF =3 9. SIT)(2 
XVO=VY/STF 
PRl'!T 104,XYO 

104 FCR~ATI'OYIElD OISPLACE~ENT 'FlS.8'INS.'/1 
PRINT 105 

105 FCq~ATI'O T!~E SEC U AC 
1 PF' ) 

VYQ=vv*\IY 
DB=12.?7*DAMP/Tx*DT 
TII'E=O. 
UsA ill 
Yi r 1=0.0 
X~O. 

V=O. 
AC=-U*386.0 
J=l 
1=1 
NLJII=O 
KK=l 
KO=1 
!(p=c 
KN=C 
CVPP=XYO 
CYPN=-~\,O 

ODT=OT 
OI)B=DA 

v x iN 

nCl=Cl 
OSTF=STF 
GO TO 23 

1 TH'E=TIVE+DT 
IFITI~E-T(J+ll)3,3,2 

2 J"J+1 
3 IFITIJJ.EC.TLJ+lI JJ=J+l 

UN=ITI'E~TIJI).IAIJ)-AIJ+lj IITIJI-TI +1 1+1 JI 
OFQ=(U-UNJ*386.0 
U=UN 
GC TO(24,25,251,KO 

24 Oi"=1.0+C1+STF*OT*DT/6. 
OF=DFO-OS*IC-STF*V*OT-STF*AC·CT*OT/2. 
GC TO 26 

25 01'=1.+C1 
OF=OFO-OB*AC 

26 OAC=OF/DM 
OV~AC*DT+OAC*OT/2. 
OD)(~OX 

O)(=V*OT+AC*OT*OT/2.*OAC*OT*OT/6. 
AC=IIC+OAC 
V=V+DV 
x=x+ox 
OPF=PF 
GO TO (50,80,901,1<0 

90 KI<=3 
IF(OX.GT.O.OI KI<=2 
IfIX.LT.XINPI GO TO 91 
X=XINP 
STF=OSTF 
KO"'1 

91 IFIX.GT.xINNI GO TO 80 
X"-XINN 
STF=OSTF 
KO=1 
GO TO 80 

50 GO TO 151,52,531,KK 
51 XREL=X 

GO TO 60 
52 XREl=X-XINP 

GO TO 60 
53 XREL~X-XINN 
60 PF=STF*XREL 

PFQ=PF*PF 
XPF=OPf*PF 
IF(XPF.GE.O.O) GO TO 68 
IF(KK.EQ.l) GO TO 68 
{FIPF.GT.O.O) GC TO 54 
STF=VY/IXINP-CYPNI 
IFIKN.NE.ll GO TO 68 
STF=O.O 
KO=3 
PF=O. 
GO TO 68 

54 STF=VY/ICYPP-)(INNI 
IFIKP.NE.IJ GO TO 68 
S Tf =0. 0 
PF=Q. 
KO=3 

68 IFIPFC.LE.VVQI GO TO 



KD=2 
IF(PF.lT.O.1 KN=l 
IF(PF.GT.O.I KP=l 
KPN=KP*KN 
OTI~E=nf>lE 
DP=PF-OPF 
VV=6*386 
IF(PF.LT.O.IVY=-VY 
FR=iVY-OPFJ/DP 
X=X-OX-I-FR*OX 
TIME=TIME-DT-I-FR*OT 
AC=AC-DAC+FR*DAC 
V=V-OV+FR*OV 
PF=VY 
PRINT l03,TIME,U,IC,V,X,PF 

103 FORI'AT(2(FIO.6,2XI,FIO.2.2X,FIO.4,2X,F9.4,F8.21 
FFR=1.0-FR 
DT=FFR*OT 
Cl=Ol*FFR 
DB=DB*FFR 
OFO=OFO*FFR 
TIME:OT[ME 
NUf4=NUjII+l 
IFIDx.GT.O.OI GC TO 70 
YlN=X 
KI<=3 
GC TO 25 

70 VlP=)( 
KK'=2 
GO TO 25 

80 QX=OOX*O)( 
IF(KO.EQ.l1 GO TO 81 
OT=OOT 
Cl=OCI 
OB=OOB 

81 IF(QX.GT.O.1 GO TO 23 
XI'AX=X-OX 
STF=OSTF 
GO TO (41,42,441,KD 

44 STF=O.O 
PF=O.O 
IFiKPN.EQ.ll GO TO 23 
KO=1 
IF(KN.EQ.ll GO TO 46 
STF=VV/!X~AX-CVPNI 
X If\;f'\= XjIIA X 

46 IF(KP.EQ.ll GO TO 23 
STF=vV/ICVPP-XMAX) 
XINP=XI'AX 
GO TO 23 

41 VLP=O.O 
KK=3 
IF(PF.GT.O.OI KK=2 
PROD=PF*VY 
IF(~U~.EQ.OI KK=l 
IFIf'\U~.EQ.OI GO TO 23 
IF(PROO.GT.O.O) GO TO 43 
VV=-VY 

43 ?FDX=PF*OX 
IF(PFDX.lT.O.OI GO TO 42 

IF(KK.EQ.2' GO TO 402 
401 STF=IVV-PFI/ICVPN-X~AX 

XIl\N=Xf'AX-PF/STF 
GO TO 73 

402 STF=(VY-PFI/ICYPP-XMAX 
XINP=XMAX-PF/STF 
GO TO 73 

42 GO TO (23,71,721,KK 
71 If(XMAX.Gi.CYPPI CVPP=Xf'AX 

X!NP=Xf'AX-PF/VV*xVD 
GO TO 73 

72 IF(XMAX.lT.CVPNI CYPN=XM4X 
XlhN=XjIIAX-I-PF/VV*XVC 

73 IFIKK.EQ.11 GC TO 23 
108 CONTI'IUE 

KO=1 
X=X-DX 
V=v-OV 
AC=AC-OAC 
VY=Il*386.0 
GO TO 24 

23 CONTINUE 
223 IF(Tlf'E-12.011.7,7 

7 COHINUE 
99 PRINT l03,TIME,U,AC,V,X,PF 

OUCl=OYPP/XVD 
OLC2=CVP'I/XVO 
PRINT l07,CYPP,CVPN,OUCl,OUC2 

107 FORf'AT('OCVPP='F8.4f 
1 'OCVPN='FS.41 
2 'DOUCl=' FR.31 
3 'OOUC2='FS.3/1 

GO TO 199 
500 CCNTINUE 

END 
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